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I.

My interest in U.S.

PREFACE

policy.in the Persian Gulf began

in 1981 during my first deployment onboard USS DAVID R. RAY
DD-971.

Detached from the USS KITTY HAWK

battle group (CVBG),

CV-63 carrier

DAVID R. RAY was assigned to

temporarily augmen~t Commander Middle East Force
,COMIDEASTFOR)

in June.

We looked upon this assignment as a

chance to relax (somewhat)

from the high tempo of operations

cf the CVBG in the North Arabian Sea.
Keeping an eye on the Iran-Iraq war,

we monitored the

progress of the sporadic air combat via a link with AWACS
fLy in-

cover over Saudi Arabia.

I had occasion one

afterrioo n ir; the Combat Information Center (CIC)

to

speu:.ate with the watch officer on an unusual air formation
flying fron: the west into Iraq.
that

The next morning we learned

israei had bombed the Iraqi nuclear power plant.

This

was m-., first realization that the seemingly placid Persian
Gulf waters could be a surprising and .ingerous
rr.any direcli•ns
•el 1 ger ert, s.

and not merely between declared
[

ir.Sspter~iber 1.c7
-,'•ttes C-ffi=er
a.:;,

place from

1 returned to the Gulf as Combat

in the USS THACH

FFG-43

USS THACH

'-

ie0 to, COMIDEASTFOR as one of the warships designated

.t: -ar.

...

h.

rrnssain of escorting U.S. flagged shipping,

including reflagged Kuwaiti tankers.

USS THACH was

commander in six EARNEST WILL convoy escort missions
(counting as one a completed round trip from Fujayrah or

Khor Fakkan through the Strait of Hormuz and up to Kuwaiti
territorial waters and back out).

This included

accompanying the BRIDGETON out of the Gulf after completion
of repairs for the mine damage suffered in July 1987 on the
first U'.S.

escort of reflagged tankers mission.

This

particular EARNEST WILL convoy (comprised of eight huge
Kuwa iti

reflagged vessels) had the distinction of being the

larggest,

in tonnage,

since WWII.

Additionally, USS THACH functioned frequently as
nc.r'hern Anti-Air Warfare (AAW)

picket or Commander

cni.=to:-ing air activit7 of the belligerents during a very
busy phase of the Iran-Iraq war.

This assignment also

involved USS THACH in the destruction of eight mines,
tv'-

and

wha'er-type and one boghammer small boats used by

Iranian Revolutionary Guard Council (IRGC)
Oct ober

19,

AzCHE-

USS-THACi

forces.

On

pariticipated in Operation NIMBLE

the destruction o.' the Rashadat oil platforms,

whi-h had been, used by iranian forces to target neutral
shi•: .•..
:-tens•ve

Finall,,

after more than three months of

operat ions in the Persian Gulf, a period of

rela.-ve calm- prevailed and the Thach left for h-ý.e in

i-i

I was able to pursue my interest in U.S.
Persian Gulf in

policy in

the

conversations with two individuals that I

had previouly served as Executive Assistant and Aide:
RADI 'vi'.A.

Cockell USN (retired), who served as Deputy

National Security Advisor for Political Military Affairs

during this periol; and RADM R. Guy Zeller USN,

the Battle

Group Commander on 16 April 1988 for Operation PRAYING
MANTIS,

which resulted in

N avy.

significant losses to the Iranian

subsequently served as Combat Systems Officer in

USS VINCEI41NES CG-49 where 1 worked directly for CAPT Will
Rýgers USN and served with most of the individuals who had a
part in

the tragic shootdown of Iran Air 655 on 3 July 1988.

While at the Fletcher School,

I have continued my

educaticn on the Fersian Gulf crisis.
Keitt

Iighet,

Through Professor

I have kept abreast of the Iran v.

United

States. case resulting from the shootdown of Iran Air 655.
Now under submission before the International Court of
Justice (ICJ',

I have prepared recommendations for Counsel

ir; putting together the U.S.
-V'NCE'.'ENES'

Memorial.

During US-S

deployment this past summer in the North Arabian

, dezided 1 would write my MA thesis at The Fletcher
S:h:l
L.

_,r: U.S.
Ffl.•zaraff,

pclicy in the Persian Gulf.
Jr.'s

Professor Robert

seminar on Crisis Management has

r.rz'.dedi the research opportunity and framework

Pa.:

.

The pr ima:"

for this

sour:e materials come from U.S.

iv

d*cuuments and Congressional hearings,

g-"erent

available at Wessell Library.

Additionally,

which are

I had the

opportunity to travel to the Naval War College in Newport
and interview RADM Joseph C. Strasser,

USN,

President and a

Fletcher aluninus,

who served as Executive Assistant to ADM

William 3. Crowe,

Chairman of the JCS during the Persian

Gulf criis1

.

A-. a final prefatory note,

I must observe that my

close association with U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf is,
d.estined t.- continue with my departure from The Fletcher
Schc.,l.

it

late September 1990,

I received orders as

Prcspec*.ive Ex:eutive Officer onboard USS PRINCETON CG-59.
R.- one c-f the U.S.

Navy's newest and most capable Aegis

cruisers, USS ERINCETON was onstation providing air and
surfa..-e -r:-tet.iorn

for U.S. minesweeping forces offshcre of

Kuwait when she was damaged by a mine on February I.E,

V

1991.
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Introduction

The purpose of this study is
U.S.

to examine the crisis for

foreign policy in the Persian Gulf during the

reflagging of Kuwalti tankers in 1987 and 1988.
cf Crisis Management,
will be used.

The lenses

through both theory and case study,

The reflagging issue contained the conditions

which define a crisis:

non-routine decision-making at the

highest levels of government,

a change in the international

environment which created a threat to core values of the
nation,

a number of tactical and strategic surprises,

the

perception that time for decision was finite during phases
of the crisis, and a high probability of escalation to
ri 1itar'" hostilities.
The crisis in the Persian Gulf over reflagging was
unusual

in that it

lasted over a -,ear and a half,

various phases of escalation and desscalation.

It

through
is

for

this reason and because vital national interests were
affected,

that ample research material

the crisis having occurred recently.
.n!'rest today,

is available,
It

despite

continues to be of

as the study in the evolution of U.S.

fe.!irgn pl,!ircy in a region of the world whose stability is
-f great

importance.

The p~licy of reflagging Kuwaiti tankers almost ended
:re it began with the mistaken Iraqi attack on the USS

STARK.

The tragic loss of American lives and severe damage

to a U.S.

warship in the Gulf brought the Reagan

administration policy into question.
Congressional criticism,

Public outcry and

including attempts to halt and

overturn reflagging, resulted from this crisis precipitant.
One of the criticisms of reflagging was that it
hastily and ill-conceived policy.

was a

A review of the

background to the crisis reveals that U.S. policy
emphasizing stability and balance in the region was of longstanding.

A survey of vital U.S.

strategic,

political,

national interests;

and economic,

shows that the United

States ccntinued to have an enormous stake in the outcome of
the Iran-lraq War,

and its reverberations throughout the

Guif.
The role of the decision-making and the decisional
unit is

shown, by looking at the decision to reflag Kuwaiti

t.•n'r.-'s.

Theot'y of crisis management is used to go beyond

the case study to see underlying lessons and recurring
patterns.
crisis

A model

is used-to illustrate the reflagging

schematically.

The use cf mtilitary force to carry out the reflagging
p:licy is

seen as central to the crisis.

Naval forces

•':ed.th.- flexbihi.ty and capab'.litles necessary to adapt
durin

the

.tisis
and achieve L S.

2

political goals.

The

crisis was terminated in a manner completely satisfactory to
the United States due to the successful employment of force.
The maintanence of escalation dominance allowed the
United States to employ force to achieve its political goals
in the Persian Gulf.

Iran was frustrated in

its objective

to destabilize and intimidate the Gulf states,

despite some

surprising moves to circumvent the U.S. control of
escalation.

The firmness and consistency of U.S.

policy in

the Persian Gulf meant the crisis ultimately deescalated
under favorable conditions.
Finally, the paper will offer an evaluation of U.S.
management of the crisis over reflagging Kuwaiti tankers.
Careful and consistent decision-making,
proportional force,
required,

controled use of

and escalation and deescalatlon as

helped resolve the Persian Gulf crisis in

accordance with United States foreign policy goals.

The

successful coalitiion war against Iraq in 1990-91 would have
been much more difficult without the resolve demonstrated by
the United States in

settling the earlier Persian Gulf

crisis.
A chronology of the reflagging crisis is
Table •.

included in

IV.

Crisis Precipitant

The nightime calm and routine boredom of patrol in the
Persiar. Gulf was shattered forever on May 17,

31.) was hit by two Exocet missiles fired by an

STARK (FFG

£-1 Mirage aircraft.

Iraqi

1987 when USS

Despite heroic damage control

efforts which succeeded in keeping the ship afloat and
putting cut the fires, thirty-seven sailors were killed in
President Reagan placed the tragedy in a wider

the attack.:
ccntext

in his statement the next day:
This event underscores once more the seriousness
of the Tran-Iraq war, not only to the countries
It shows how
directly involved but to others.
easilv it escalates, and it underlines once more
the seriousness of the tensions that exist in the
Middle East and the importance of trying to do
something about them .... This tragic incident
underscores the need to bring the Iran-Iraq war to
the promptest possible end. We and the rest of
the international community must redouble our
diplomatic efforts to hasten the settlement that
will preserve both the sovereign ty and
At
territorial integrity for both Ilan and Iraq.
the same time, we remain deeply committed to
supporting the self-defense of our friends in the
gulf and to ensuring .he free flow of oil through
the Strait of Hormuz.-

Ctspite the forthsoming apology from the government of Iraq
:

t]

e.'uat.n

Ge-

that the attack had been a mistake,

F. SchultZ,

"Secretar-. s Letters to the

C3.nzre£•.£Der,artme.nt of State Bulletin, July 1987,
.a
Z~e
ar -. •
p.

5E.

o

this

p. 61.

•eaar., "President's Statement, May i1 , 1987,''
State Bu"•le. in. Vol. 87. Ncý 2124. july 1981,

accident was a crisis precipitant for the Reagan
administration's Gulf policy.
USS STARK.

As a result of the attack on

intense Congressional scrutiny and debate became

focused on U.S.

foreign policy in the Persian Gulf and,

particularly, on the administration's decision to reflag
Kuwaiti oil tankers,
The actual decision to reflag eleven Kuwaiti oil
tankers had been made some months prior to the USS STARK
incident.

Although the policy was briefed to committees in

both houses of Congress,
March and April,

it

at both closed and open sessions in

elicited little

controversy.'

The attack

on the USS STARK and each subsequent escalation in the
ongoing Persian Gulf crisis brought renewed Congressi-onal
criticism and attempts to reverse the policy of reflagging
Kuwaiti vessels.

In retrospect,

the reflagging of the

tankers has been seen as a necessary,

correct and ultimately

successful policy.

-Caspar W. Weinberger, Fightingfor Peace: Seven
rit!caj__Y.ears. in_.the _Penta.o (New York: Warner Books,
1950:, pp. 399-400.
.5

TABLE 1
PERSI7AN GULF 14AP: THE ATTACK ON THE USS STARK

IRAOKoCn
Caio

Intsmfationat boundary
National caoital

*

~

Iraqi

*

Exclusion Zone
KUMAlT~

.

10and

*

%

Flgh
of

(~~~

RA1 Nxlso

ilRAD
lrcaft

Iraq

Att

"b

No. m.d

0.

v.7%14~4.*

*LA04RAIN

Persion

SAUDI

Guf

on

',

Island

1diN.

OP

OMAN

-

UVP~
.S. Dept. of State , "U.S. Poliz~y in the Persia .
Special Report No. 166, July 1987, p. 4.
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Background to the Crisis

V.

To understand the decision by the Reagan
administration to undertake the reflagging of Kuwalti
tankers,

it

is

necessary to review previous policy in the

Persian Gulf.

ac.rtions

Despite criticism to the contrary, U.S.

n the Gulf were in support of a long-term strategy

whi.-ich supported vita'

national

interests.

The roots of the

poli-,-v date as ear-.ly- as. the first postwar confronta(ion
b .... er, thz 'V.2'. and the USSR.
The United State.
rr; a.

a withdrawal of Soviet forces from northern Iran

14...

::

achieved success in its goal to

T-is- early. Cold War experience focused policy

plI anners

attenticn on the Persian Gulf region as a likely

arenai fc.r future conflict with the Soviets outside of
SutLsequert U.S.

Europe.

policy toward the Persian Gulf can

tbe seen throuch the lenses of containment in a bipolar world
wit-, a special emphasis on ensuring the flow of oil to the
West.
The Eiser;hcwer

"

Dcc!trine of 1957 actively sought to

Sc-viet gains i:rthe region by providing aid,

, ......

;

.,it"

se.

Gary S-:-:,

The Gulf War,
St.

-The 'j-ited States and the Persian Gulf,"

eds. Hanrs W. Maull and Otto Pick 'New York:

Miartn''s Fress,

~~~~.

•~ ..

,.

assistance to governmer:ts desiring to

1989),

p.

122.

~~

..-5.'....
.

-

"'

in

,

-ppcse.
.
. ccordingly,

the doctrine proposed

providing:
such assistance and cooperation to include the
employment cf the armed forces of the United
States to secure and protect the .territorial
integrity and political independence of such
nations.requesting such aid against overt armed
aggression from any natipn controled by
internationai communism.

S.

In additic.r. to this assistance, the United States has
m.n•ti.ained a naval presence in the Gulf since the formation
of the Middle East Force (MIDEASTFOR)

in 1949.

w::hdraw'i of the British from east of Suez in

With the
1971,

this

presence has been a vital symbol of our continuing interest
and commitment.
The A-ericar, experience in Vietnam led to the
f-_!rmr-ilaticr- of the Nixon Doctrine in 1969.
.

plled

The United

back from a previous willingness to "bear any

urden." and announced that hencef,-rth greater emphasis would
I*e p•--.ei

Dr; regional allies protecting themselves directly.

The. res-..it ir: the Persian Gulf was the development of the

"Twj1,n Pillars"

the U.S. hoped to achieve

Sny-rer , Defendi _a the Frinae: NATOL the
r.,arnd-the
Per.Jar- Gulf.
(Bouldet
Cc : Wect.iew

.e d.
!.'-terrar

.
2÷:u: ..

"t;..e1

oizbywhlch

,,

.'f Defense, Report to the Congr ess o.,n
a r•.r
r..e t.Is.. irsi..i
r;.-.1;9 P
ri
....Gulf. (Washington: IS
i:. 1.
Subsequently referred to as The
..

t-egicrl

stability through the military development of Iran

and Saudi Arabia.
The colapse cf the Shah's regime and its replacement
by a revolutionary fundamentalist government in

"

policy i-,the Culf adrift.
"...

Iran cast

The Soviet invasion of

Afghanistan in 1979 and fear of Soviet expansion into the
Pers~ar. Gulf caused a radical reappraisal of U.S.-Soviet
relat:ons and led to the enunciation of the Carter Doctrinie.
in his State of the Union Address of 23 January i980,
Pre- ideT't Catter warned:
Any attempt by any outside force to gain control
.-.f the Feriarn Gulf region will be regarded as an
assault on the vital interests of the United
States of America, and such an assault will be
repelled by any. means necessary, including
m.i itary: force.
This 1e1 t.
wit•. the

the creation of a rapid joint task force (RJTF)

-.,.srior

of both containing Soviet expansionism and

assisting moderate Gulf Arab regimes to maintain internal
stati I it: through military sales and the deployment of U.S.
forces in time of crisis.*
The Reagan admrn*stration inherited the Carter

Ibid.

Lenore G. Martin, The Unstable Gulf: Threatsjfrom.
W I,.:r..
'Lexintcr., Ma.: D.C. Heath and Co., 1984 1, p. 127.

9

Doctrine and Froceeded to provide additional forces and the
command structure necessary to fulfill the mission by
creating in 1983 the U,S.
mid 1980"s,

Central Command (CENTCOM).

CENTCOM provided the U.S. with a viable option

to- meet -the stated goals of the policy.'•
.as beiýcoming clear that,
U.S.

By the

At this point,

it

in addition to the threat posed to

interests by the Soviets, the Iran-Iraq war had

dangerous potential

to spill

over

into a widened conflict

threatening regional stabilIty and the supply of oil.
In Se-:tember

1980,

Iraq launched its offensive into

terr to~ry disputed with Iran.

In 1982 the Iranian

-Ž,rnter-offensive -ushed cut the enemy and advanced Into
iraq.

In 19-4,

•tt.cl'in.'•

Iral initiated the so-called "Tanker War"

ships carrying Iranian oil.

Unable to break the

deadlock c.. land and facing superior Iranian numbers,
sought to cut off Iran's ability to fund t
c-urtailing
I
cl revenues.

by

Iraq

war effort by

Iran's response was to attack the

ships that called at ports of non-belligerent moderate Gulf
states who supported Iraq financlally.

Earlier,

Iraq had

been forced by Iranian dominance in the Gulf to devel-op an
al'ternat:ve pipeline method for exporting oil.
The official position of the United States in this

a.:w:eli Orme 1rhnson, "Papid Deployment and the
M!'i:'ary Challenge: The Persian Gulf Equation," in
,..S Stra.t
iac interests in the Gulf Re i.orn, ed. William J.
,
-:c let
C.. : Weetview Press, 1987) p. 147.
P

'n-

10

f:'.•:t. wvas one of neutrality while seeking an end to the
hcstilltiei. and restoring pre-war boundaries.

toward Iraq with the

appeared to tilt

U.S. was neutral it

While the

The United States saw greater

prc-traction of the war.

threats against stability in the Persian Gulf if Iran were
tc- maintain its- advantage. achieve hegemony, and spread
fvn:.A,:.....
.enta
e
l

-

>.:-ati-¢ relatio..,:

.

the region.

U.S. -Iranian

wre virtually non-existent as a result

of thp seizure of hostages from the U.S.

embassy in Tehran

and the su._.eqt,-e.t failed rescue attempt.

The U.S. public's

t^ the Reagan &dminristration's covert

adv÷,se re,':t1:•
aten•-.

tc influence the release of American hostages in

Lebar;:r.

t% de iverrno weapons to Iran further characterized

th- rela, i:-nehir. as one of mutual suspicion and hostility.,
rncontrast,
and ."

the U.S.

in 1.62 -a'ii.ir

intern a

nr

1

support for UN Resolutions 514

for a ceasefire, withdrawal to

recognized boundaries,

cf the conflict coincided with Iraqi goals and

ret..= 'lut

a•s seer; at a "ti*t" toward I-raq.
':÷•

and a peaceful

.. epeie

the c!jt-off

'Juý i't

In 1984,

th.? United

efforts to end the war by encouraging

f.f
arms t.: either belligerent who refused to

...
s _an*d
Khadd',ir•1 , The Gulf War: The QIin_g
ý •at;.....
-, t he Ir -I-ran Conflict
(New York: Oxford
p. 157.
.. ,.:e
t" Pre-s..., l9',,
ma:id

J]l

accep.t the I'N' resolutions,

namely Iran.

The United States also supported a UN Security Council
resolution to protect neutral shipping and began a policy of
escorting U.S.
Meanwhile,

Military Sealift Command (MSC)

shipping.

U.S. credih-ility in the region with members of

the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)

was being trampled by

several de-velopments: the Congressional prohibition of sales
cf F-15's and Stinger missiles to.Saudi Arabia and Stingers
for Kuwait

in 1985 and 1986 and the arms-for-hostages

:.n..

revs•at

Saudi Arabia,

Ths Gulf Cooperation Council consisted of
I'uwait,

Bahrain,

Qatar,

United Arab Emirates,

and :ýmari; the same moderate Gulf states which U.S. policy
soucht to stabilize.
Disturbing trends began to emerge in the war by late
Although onrly les.s than one percent of total shipping

19'6.

in. the Perslan Gjulf was attacked, the numbers nevertheless
were climbing rapidly,

more than doubling from 1985 to

Iran obtained possession and operationally tested

196C.

l.:eumann, Robert G., Shireen T. Hunter, and Frederick
in the Middle East
A.:e oard. Revltalizina U.S LeaderihiDr
lwas.hngtr, D.C.: The Center for Strategic and International
Studies_

19.="& ,p

25.:

Er ik P. Peterson, The Gulf Cooperation Council: Search
(Boulder, Cc.: Westview
r:ty....
a..Dyr.amic..Region.
f'r
F.-es.>
198), p. 193.

"Un.Jer Secre,.ary' for Political Affairs, Michael H.
Ar-as-:,st, -Statement ." U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee or!
Persian Gullf, Hearings
Foreiqr; Felations, .
',ash-ngton: U.S. Govt. Print. Off,, 16 June 1987), pp. 23012

the Chine-e-built Silkworm antiship missile with a
capability of reaching across the Straits of Hormuz equipped
with a warhead large enough to sink a tanker.

Iran began

in September to focus its shipping attacks on Kuwaiti
flagged vessels.

This marked.the expansion -to. the Gulf

wa!.e-s of Iran's attempts to intimidate Kuwait and spread
its. fundamentali..t revolution,
charartet ize1 b" terrorist

which earlier had been

attacks;

including one on the

1I.S. embassy in Kuwait in 1983 and an attempted
as.ss-.irat i•nr of the

in 1984.

Iran's goals were to stop Kuwait
as.•.'.ting

Kuwait.

Iraq
A
and brandish its

from financially

successful attacks on

shipping as leverage with the other oil exporting

.. urtr.

of the G.C.

Iraq were an ac.

Kuwaiti and GCC financial support for

of political realism in attempting to curb

the Iranian quest for hegemony in the Gulf and subsequent
spread of its fundamentalism which threatened the stability
ef their regimes.

Iraq was seen as the only country in the

Gulf which -. ould militarily halt Iran.

. ,

. ..

Ir'.:c., p,. X•.

13.

The Reagan administration sought ways to send signals
to Iran and moderate its behavior; and also to forestall
Soviet gains within the region.

In January 1987,

!ran's continuing shipping attacks,
statements,

harsh antl-U.S.

and an offensive against Basra,

M.DEASTFOR shis

the U.S.

to the vicinity of Kuwait,

for the I.inamic Conference:"

faced with

ordered

which was host

On January 23,

President

Reagan issued A statement directly calling upon Iran to seek
a negotiated solution,

condemned its seizure of Iraqi

territory, and reaffirmed U.S.

determination to ensure the

free flow of oil through the Strait of Hormuz.

He vowed to

suppcrt the defensive efforts of "our friends in the Gulf."
P monvth later; on '5 February 1987,
oJ--

.:!'..-eý.d

t,- t.he

Irar

Gulf

U.S.

concer.i

over the destabilizing effects

of the engc ing Iran-Iraq war.

, unre •-risive,.es

President Reagan

He regretted

to "reeson and restraint" and its

contin.:ed atter-pts to undermine the Gulf states..:

The

Presi.-r-nt emphasized that U.S. strategic interests were at
stake at.:: m.•rtioned the deploy.ment of naval forces signaling

-- -

- --.

The We nbet•er

Report.

Ronald Reagjan,

"Statement".

~:-

--

-

p.

---.-.
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10.
PDartment of State

":nt•h.

face of Iran's intransigence,

the.

administration pursued a two-track policy to end the war.
Diplomatic initiatives sought to bring about a ceasefire and
cut off Irin's arrr.•

supplies.

The U.S. proposed resolutions

at the United Nations for ceasefire and withdrawal,

which

v.ould have included enforcement provisions for mandatory
sanctions against Iran.

The U.S.

supported similar

deciarati.rns on the part of the Arab League and the GCC.
Vth varying degrees of success, the administration also
purs.ued Oeration Staunch,

4I

a

!Te.

.

...

p1

a diplomatic attempt to cut off

t--- Irar.
i

•.

..
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U.S.

Vital National Interests in the Persian Gulf

The attack on the USS STARK brought forth the crisis
elements of surprise and the risk of military confrontation.
The Kuwaiti request to reflag some of its vessels with the
United States and others with the Soviet Union gave
decision-makers a sense of finite time often found in a

""ci... siuaticn.
interests,

That the crisis affects vital national
thus requiring the attention of decision-makers

at ths highest levels,
manaaement.

is the sine qua non of crisis

U.S. vital national

interests in the Persian

Gulf were longstanding and evident from previous policies.

Strategic Interests

The overwhelming dependence of the economies of the
United States,

its allies in western Europe and Japan,

as

well as developing countries on a steady supply of

reasonably priced oil makes the Persian Gulf an area of
vital importance.-

For thls reason,

it

is essential to

prevent the Soviet Union from gaining significant infiuz.nce
or control of that region.
l.+1f-suflficient

Since the USSR was

in oil prodvuction,

any moves to increase its

r.resenr:e and visibility in the Gulf were viewed as a direct

16

threat to Western access.
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 and
continuing large scale involvement enhanced fears of such
The absence of a significant military regional power

ga-n..

made the Gulf ripe for Soviet interference " Throughout the
the Soviet Union used the opening created by the

1cD's,

Iran-lraq war to advance its regional intereste.

Diplomatic

were established for the first time with Oman and

relatiorni

the United Arab Emirates (UAE)

The longstanding

in 1985."

relat.icnsh4i. with Kuwait was bolstered and overtures were
.r:adc T.. Saudi Arabia in the face of U.S. Congressional
r'u.•I,9

t.':

th.at

C.

ccuntry Stingers."

The Soviet U,,,ion s advances in the Gulf region were
seen,

as ir,a zero-sum game,

r, i-ed States.
ur,:-

as coming at the expense of the

The Soviets sought to portroy the U.S.

as an

.!ýaLp.rtner for Gulf states in the wake of the

irar:-Ccnt

affair and for a policy uf spreading militarism

:: the Gulf. after the STAFK attack.,

-

, . r._-'[•.
"-•
CAro:.
c.'
:ide:

enrerger
,

P. .

re.[.R•pc!.. .,

p.

the

S~ai'etz, The Soviet Uni:in and the Gulf in the
. Cc.: Westview Presi., 1989). pp.
77-90.

•cffre" Sch'oes-.er ,"U.S.
.f

For their part,

Sta+

Policy in the Persian Gulf,"

.Spe.cia. Report.o
17

6

July 1987

P. 5.

Soviets sought to maintain a delicate balancing act.

While

continuina to serve as Iraq's primary arms supplier, the
USSR also attempted to achieve better relations with Iran by
refusing to support U.S.

efforts in the United Nations to

ban arms sales to Iran as long as it

refused to accept the

resolutions calling for a ceasefire.
The U.S.

recognized the importance of Iran in

ashieving a regional balance despite objecting to Iran's
goal cf e>:ciuding the superpowers from the Gulf and
sprea-ing its fundamentalist revolution throughout the
rei,;n.

: the words of President Reagan,

"The United

States recoanizes the Iranian Revolution as a fact of
history.

The 1nited States and Iran had common interests

ir: opposing the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
ir-e..ri'v

U

iranrs borders with the USSR,

and in the

which the U.S.

sav.- as a Luffer to Soviet expansion to the Persian Gulf.
Furthermore,

the United States recognized that Iran was a

major player in the Persian Gulf becau,
ppulaic.r.,

of its size,

and location vis a vis the USSR and the Strait

Cf Hcr-mu.1'
1

Sý:hloesse.r,

p.

1.

George F. Schult:, "Statement before the Senate
Fl-reln Relat'cors Committee on 27 January 1987," in State
.. tme.:it Special Report No. 166. July 1987.
The. Wei r.berager R .eort

p

16

3

Y{. , the

interests of the United States in the Persian

Gulf were directly threatened by the policies of Iran.
Better relations between the two nations could not occur

wjhile hfan pursuced the-war,
terrorism

sponsored international

and hostage-taking,

attempted

to subvert

smaller

Gulf neighbors and spread Iranian expansionism and
extremisr.."

The United States

relati:orts with

It-an despite

had not been able
the

tate'.

In

a "firm but

foreign policy on the part of the United

wa.s seen as- trhe means to convince Iran to change its

aelicies.

to :'ra

improve

arms-f3r-hostages-deal.

the fa-.e of Iranian intransigence,
unro~vo-,ire"

to

The American administration felt that it

was up

to. mal:e the tiecessary moves to improve relations.

The abse-e.ce of such efforts,

the U.S.

taee ap-rcpriate measures to protect

Pi-Illt ical

then decided to

its other 'Interests in

Intec'ests

The acal, cf A,,erican. foreign. policy in the Gulf was
tc "-o.imcte regional
Irai&;lf
-

.Gtate•s,

security an.

stability.

which had foimed the GCC for greater

.:ile,-t.ve se:urt'ty, had vast oil reserves.

*"•:,'e

F.

The moderate

-- hultz,

.

.ThK'We.int.erer Report,

p. 3.
19

Their wealth

also gave them tremendous influence beyond the region.
was in the interects of the U.S.

It

to ensure that these

countries resist Soviet influence deriving from the invasior.
cf Afghanistan.

The threat posed by Iran's continuation of

the war and its desire to sweep away "illegitimate regimes".
was also cf great concern.
The Gulf oil sheikdoms were wealthy, but militarily
weaP.

Irart was clearly a destabilizing regime.

particular,

In

!ran had singled out Kuwait in 1986 for naval

attacks on shipping servicing its harbors; had mined its
shipping channels; conducted three bombing raids and

terrcrist attacks or: oil facilities; and deployed Silkworm
missiles on the Al Faw peninsula captured from Iraq and
within missile range of Kuwait."!
U.S. pc-lic.

To maintain stability, the'

was to provide arms and security assistance to

mee" the legitimiate needs of the Gulf states.
The administr'ation made it

clear that these weapons

wou14 -not be a thr eat to thw security of Israel,_but would
give the Gulf countries confidence and indicate a-continuingAmeri,-an r. Mitme6nt.

The administration planned sales

ircluding Bradley Fighting Vehicles; helicopters and

"Win e:-ge,
e.,

,

367-38P.

Th -._nWeingber_Re
gkK

rt, p.

20

4.

S.....

," ...countermeasures; Maverick missiles; they also

pianned to sell replacement M-60 tank upgrade ki.ýs and F-5ss
to Saudi Arabia, and F-16s to Bahrain,'~ Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger stated that Congressional action
to bar these sales and transfers, like tfhe previous actions,
or., thcr Stingers and F-1.5s for Saudi Arabia, would only
enhan.ce

and Iranianf leverage and diminish the

.Sovietr

3
U~nited States' credibility as a dependable ally. '

Economic.Interests

U.S. economic interests in the Persian Gulf center
In 1986, the Persian Gulf provided twenty-five

around oil.

percent sf the oi: in the world (seventeen percent through
thie Strait: 'f

Hormuz;; held sixty-three percent of the

proenreeresas ohrsources became depleted;
sed seventy peccent of the world' s excess

-annp-ssed
pro-dtne

capar

The United States received fifteen

inber

.percent of Its, oil imports from-the Gulf, westvern. Europe
and

thirty percent.
)eren
Jfth

oi

i

te

wrl

(sveten

prcnt

commodity with a world market.

4ite fuitlae

'bid.

p. 2.

Schlo:ess.er
roun
olW.

However, oil

apan got sixty percent.

in

1

,

the e

pp.

5o-6.

An

hrug

Interruption in the supply causes the price to go up for all
purchasers.
United States and world demand for oil continues to
rise.
The purchasing power represented by the gulf oil
producers resulted Tn U.S. sales Ofover sevin. billion
dollars of primary and manufactured goods in 1986.

.

The

potential downside of another oil crisis could include
Inflation, recession and unemployment.
1973-74,

The oil shocks of

in which the price quadrupled; and 1978-79, duri-ng

which the oil price doubled; was on President Reagan's mind
when he said;
... t thinrd everyotne ... can remember the woeful
impact of the Middle East oll crisis of a few
years ago-the endless, demoralizing gas lines, the
shortages, the rationing, the escalating energy
prices and double-digit inflation, and the
enormous disjocation that shookour economy to its
foundations.
The volatility of oil prices, which can result from a small
change in supply or threatened disturbance,

can wreak havoc

in an econcmrny that Is not robust._ Simply put. the economies
of t.he developed and developing worlds depend on oil and the
Perslan Gulf supply is crucial.

1tk2d, p.
&Schoe'~ser

5.
,

p. 2
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VII.

The Decision to Reflag Kuwaiti Tankers

Towards the end of 1986,

Kuwait sought to protect

itself from Iranian hegemonic pressure and,
its shipping attacks.

in particular,

Kuwait raised the issue of protection

of shipping at the November GCC summit.

Kuwait then

proceeded to seek help from both superpowers.
the Kuwait Oil Tanker Company (KOTC)
on reflaggIng from the U.S.
interest, in the processi.K

In December,

requested information

Coast Guard, and expressed an
Apparently, these requests were

dealt with on a routine basis.

According to the timelilne

provided by Secretary of Defense Weinberger in his report to

Congress, Kuwait did not get a response until mid-January

A similar request by Kuwait to the Soviet Union had
been met with a swift and affirmative reply.

In January the

United States Embassy in Kuwait was formally asked if
reflagged ships would re-elve the same U.S, Navy protrction
afforded other United States flag vessels.

At this time,

the t'r.ed-States also learned of the Soviet offer to either
"rrote.:"

reflagged Kuwaiti tankers or charter Soviet tankers

The_ We Inberger.. Report

p.

.Ibid., Table 1.
23

14.

for their use.,

While high-level inter-agency discussions

were taking place in Washington to formulate policy on the
Iran-Iraq war and the Gulf,
requirements for reflagging.
met,

Kuwait was informed of the
If these requirements were

Kuwait could then reflag and protection would be

considered.

In February,

Kuwait was informed the U.S.

Navy

would protect all United States flagged shipping in
accordance with available assets.

4-

In February, additional Inter-agency meetings on
Persian Gulf security issues were held at the White House.
In late February,

the United States learned that Kuwait had

an agreement to reflag five tankers under Soviet protection
and desired to reflag another six under the American flag.
The KOTC request to reflag six tankers was received on March
2, 196'.

The Kuwaiti decision to reflag five tankers with

the Soviets was the topic of discussion at yet another
inter-agency meeting thp next day.

The Department of

Defense and NSC voted to flag all eleven tankers,

but the

Michael H. Armaccst, "Statement before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee of June 16, 1987," Hearings
before the US Senate Forein Relations Committee.
Washngt on D.C.: U.S. Govt. Print. Off, 1986), p. 230.

Thrr We i-iraberaer Fepor t

p. 14.

ILid,
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State Department opposed the policy,1
Weinberger

Secretary of Defense

personally called President Reagan to convince

him of the importance of reflagging all eleven tankers to
bolster U.S.

credibility

with the moderate Gulf states and

prevent the Soviets from gaining additional

influence

in the

region.
On March 7,

1987,

the United States

informed Kuwait

that all eleven tankers were being offered U.S.
Three days

later,

Kuwait

Unrted States offer,
March 12.

Indicated

Congressional

Admiral

Crowe.

it

protection.

would accept the

notification followed on

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

StafffCJZS), made a trip to/uwalt on March 17 to engage in
direct discussions with the kmIr, Crown Prince,
rlirz.ter

and Foreign

trt the details of reflagging.

Admiral Crowe,

who formerly served as COMIDEASTFOR.

had an appreciation for Arab culture and sensitivities,
felt

He

the reflagging was an opportunity for the United

States, The p clicy would put additional-pressure

on Iran to

agree toa

It

als,

ceasefire and end the Iran-lraq war.

increase U.S.

credibility

with the Arab states,

would
who

CasFar W. Weinberger, Fighting For Peace: Seven
Critlcal Years. In the .Pentgon. (New York: Warner Books,

"Ibid.
The Weinberger

Renort.

Table 1.

felt that the United States had always supported Israel
against them, and was unreliable when the going got tough,
as in Lebanon or failure to support the Shah in
Finally.

reflagging was a chance for the U.S.

Iran.56

to .establish

which-had the longest standing

better relations with-Kuwait,

relations with the Soviets of any member of the GCC, :

At

the 17 March meeting, Admiral Crowe expressed United States'
concern ovet the possibility of Kuwait opening supply bases
The imir assuredhim this

in the Gulf to Soviet ships.
would not hap÷:.

The Reagan administration continued consultations with
Congress in March by providing classified talking points on
the plans for reflagging to staffers of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee and Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
The reaction on Capitol Hill was,
indifferent..

for the most part,

Secretary of Defense Weinberger writes in his

miemoirs that Congress was usually too busy at this time

"trying t-. investigate the Iran-Contra affair to even gather
a committee to be triefed on the reflagging policy.'Finall:v on the

.-.C and 31 of March 1987,

Fadr 2l.oerh C. Strasser,
December 19?,

USN.

"Interview" of 18

ibid.
Ibid.
-aspar W. Weinberger,

pp.
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Assistant Secretary

399-400.

of State for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs Richard H.
Murphy gave closed briefings to members of the Senate
and to the subcommittees

Foreign Relations Committee (SFRC)

on Europe and the Middle East and Arms Control,
International Security,. and. Science of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee (HFAC).
The United.States received formal notification of
Kuwait's decision to reflag eleven tankers under the
The U.S.

American flag in early April 1987.

also learned

that the Kuwaitis had decided to limit the extent of Soviet
involvement to chartering three long haul vessels for a
perlc-d of one year with the option of renewal
nc-tification,

With this

the Coast Guard began technical talks with

Kuwait on the details of reflagging.
Weinberger,

Secretar,

L

With waivers from

the eleven tankers were allowed to be

inspected in Kuwait to speed up the process considerably.
Ass1stant Secretary of State Murphy orovided open
testimony orn the policy of reflagging to the HFAC
Subcommittee on Europe and the Mid-le East on 21 April 1987.
Assistant Secretary of State Murphy was questioned as to
whether

it would be wiser to

-.

he
Ibid.,

n

ith the

Table 1.

p.14.

Ca spar W. Wenberger,

fjit
27

.. nqg for -Peae, p.

39e.

Soviets in the protection of shipping mission.

In reply,

Mr. Murphy stated the administration's position that the
United States preferred to limit rather than expand the
scope of Soviet activity in the Persian Gulf.
...

He was also

asked.questions relating to the ability of U.S. Navy ships.
to defend themselves in the Gulf,

and about the availability

of air cover,

particularly Saudi F-15s. '

developments,

Assistant Secretary of State Murphy had a

poignant exchange with Mr. Torricelli,

In view of later

(D) of New Jersey:

MR TORRICELLI. Are you convinced that American
destroyers operating In the Gulf as escorts.. .are
defendable?
MR. MURPHY. Yes, I am convinced of that....But
part of the effort, no small part of the effort,
that we are making, Congressman, is to ensure that
the Iranians do understand the seriousness with
which Washington looks at this step-up in at least
potential aggression'in the Gulf, the Silkworm
missile being the most notable recent change.
MR. TORRICELLI. The reason I am raising the
question is, it is at least my impression that
this is an attempt again to deal with an
irrational regime in a rational manner and to have,
them understand, as any logical person would, the
consequences of those actions.
But I am not
convinced that you can deal with Khomeini that way
and am afraid that perhaps these American sailors
on these destroyers will be offered as a trip-wir'.
and therefore lost, given the vulnerabilities of.,.
the region, from a strike onshore.
MR. M'JPPHY. That regime has behaved in a very
ratlonal manner vis-a-vis the American Navy ovei
the past seven years.
They have given a clear
berth, kept a clear distance from MIDEASTFOR ships
that have been operating, of course, as you know,
in the Middle East,

."Developrents

atnd Ma-)'

April 1987," Hearing

_helol-e 'he_ Sub-ommlttee on_ £uroe and the Middle

East !,,f he Ccmmttee on Fore c.n__Affairs.
U.I.
Govt. Print. Off., 1987), p. 29.
P.,F'.

2 - 3 .)
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(Washington D.C.:

since 1949 Ir.the Gulf.
They have never tangled
Navy.-.
or shown any inclination to tangle with our
In early May,

the Coast Guard conducted inspections of

th4 tankers in Kuwait.

COMIDEASTFOR held meetings with

FKuwait to agree on the details of protection for the
cornvoys.

The Soiviets began the charter of three vessels to

fVuwa.t.

On the 17 of May,

1987, while on routine patrol

in

the Persian G:ulf, well before the commencement of
reflagging,

the USS STARK was attacked.

With the attack on the USS STARK,

the Reagan

aJministration policy of reflagging Kuwaiti tankers came
u.nder- intense Congressional scrutiny and several attempts
were made to overturn the policy.
cri-si.

The U.S.

foreign policy

in-ths volatile Persian Gulf centered around the

refiaginr.;

isse

.

The U.S.

was involved in a crisis with,

Iran over iti shipping attacks and threats to irtimidate
Ku:aat,

and,

by e)-tension,

Iran's threats to the free flow

cf cil cut of the Strait of Hormuz.

Reflecting the

re'.ations cf a nuclear power with a non-nuclear-power,

the

Un:-ted States maintained absolute escalation dominance.
H!-w,;e,.rr , *the unpredictability of the Khomeini regime made
the na:

.tetro

Th..

..

-f

this crisis diff-icult.

R-er.e._•
pe r.Table 1.
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All elements of a crisis had now coalesced.
national

Vital

interests of oil and stability in the Persian

Gulf were seen to be threatened by Iran's pretensions to
hegemony and the Soviet bid to extend its regional
influence.

By at least January, non-routine decision-making

to reflag Kuwalti tankers was occurring at the highest
levels of the United States government,
Defense and the President,

by the Secretary of

in an effort to convince Iran to

end the war and stop threatening U.S.

vital interests.

This formulation of policy was influenced by the
perception of time limitations.

The U.S.

needed/'q~uick~ly

block the Soviets from vastly expanding their role in the
Gulf at the expense of ,the United States.
anncunced in March t.rTplan

The Kremlin

to protect Kuwaiti tankers.

The United States was surprised by both the Kuwaiti request
for shipping protection and the rapid Soviet assent.

The

Iranian acquisition and successful testing of the Silkworm
missile, and the completely unexpected attack on the USS
STARK by an Iraqi jet- fighter made clear to the ýolicy
decision-makers the risks of military conflict.

30
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Crisis Management Theory and the Reflagging Crisis

The examination of crisis theory can be useful In
understanding behavior of states during the reflagging
.crisis..

According to Snyder and Diesing,

.management

is

the key to crisis

to use coercion and accommodation to maximize

gains, or minimize losses while avoiding war."

It

was the

hope of the United States that through the protection of
Kuwaiti shipping,

as well as intiatives at the United

Vations and Operation Staunch,
into abandoning

that Iran could be coerced

its attempt for hegemony in the Gulf and

agtee to a ceasefire in

the war with Iraq.

moximize the credibility of U.S.
the Gulf.

It

This would

policy with the states of

would also bring stability, which would assure

the West of an uninterrupted oil supply and limit Soviet
opportunities to make significant inro-ads in the region.
The challenge is

a coercive move in which one state

starts the crisis by posing the threat of military force to
the othe-r..

The decision by the United States -o

Kuwaiti tankers with U.S.

escort

naval vessels was a direct threat

to Iran's ability to pursue its tactics of intimidating

Glernn H. Snyder and Paul Diesing, Conflict AmonQ
Nations:. Ba rgpining Decision Maling
n_§_yjgTte Structure
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton
... International Crises.
University Press, 197), p. 10.
bp.

11.
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m:voderate Arab Gulf states.

Iran knew It

would not be able

tc bring the war to a satisfactory conclusion by cutting off
GCC states'

financial support for Iraq as long as the United

States was go-rig to reflag and protect Kuwalti shipping.
Tne general external precipitant of the crisis which caused
the United States to make the challenge was Iran's attempt
at destabilizing the Gulf moderates,

thereby threatening oil

suppl:es.
The specific precipitant was the possibility of much
greater Scviet

influence in the Persian Gulf if

it

to asume the role of protector to the Kuwaitis.
on the USS STARE

were able
The attack

brought into sharp detail the hazards of a

tanker wat that could expand into an open military
confrontation between the United States and Iran.

The

latter was conducting most of its attacks in international
waters on shipping of non-belligerents.
i[pitart to the United States'

The internal

challenge was the desire

,f the Reagan administration to shelve the Iran-Contra
scandal.

't saw the Kuwaiti reflagging-as an opportunity to

re:.cnst1itute a coherent policy in the Persian Gulf that
would restore U.S.

credibility in the region.

iran's resistance to the United States'

challenge was

made by public condemnation of the reflagging policy as a
mcve wvhi:h -:oluld militarize the Gulf and was an example of
the Amerizan attempt to dominate the region.

$3

Iran continued

tc' conduct shipping attac..Ks,

continued its

war with Iraq,

The specific

and continued its efforts to underrine Kuwait.
resistance to the U.S.

policy of teflagging was to attack

F'uwaiti tankers through the non-attributable method of

A Covfrontation is

produced by the interaction of the

challenqe and resistance,
marked b" rising tension.'
othet

which may last for months and is
.- ,ach side tries to coerce the

while demonstrating resolve through the issuance of

warr:ins,

threats.,

other to back down.
will vary a,

and military deployments to force the
The intensity of the confrorztation

events occur; with each new act,

war appears more "ikely.
either war,

the chance of

The outcome of the crisis will be

capitulation hy one of the parties,

of negotiated compromise,

or some form

which may be tacit.*ý

The confrontation between Iran and the United States
precir:tated by. reflagg.ng lasted for over a year.
annouicenpent

from the

of the policy in April 1987 until Iran accepted

the U'uted Nattions Security Council resolution 598 as the
basis

for e cease-t.re to the Iran-Iraq war in July 1988.

Tension peal-ed iT July 1987 when --he first convoy of

Ibid

p. 1.

Ib±i.
Ibid.
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reflag.red tankers ran into a minefield resulting in damage
t- the E.IDGETON,

the largest tanker In the Kuwaiti fleet.

Tension rose again on September 21 when the IRAN AJF was
caught redhanded laying mines, then attacked by U.S.
and captured with mines still
In October 1987,

onboard.,

a number of small boats belonging to

the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Council (IRGC)
U.S.

helicopter and were sunk by return fire.

of October.

forces

several oil platforms at Rashadat,

fired upon a
On the 19th
which had

been used b., the IRGC to target shipping, were shelled and
destroyed by U.S.

forces in retaliation for a Silkworm

attacr the previous daq, which had damaged the refagged
tanker SEA ISLE CITY at the pier of the Kuwaiti terminus.
The crisis became quiescent during November and December,
resulting in a partial drawaown of United States naval
assets stationed in the Gulf.
The crisis flared again in April IY88 when the USS
SAM-7EL 5,
d-ty.

ROBERTS

FFG-5&Lstruck a mine while on convoy

The ship was held together by only one longitudinal

betan while the crew performed emergency welding repairs.
Thfe United States response was another attack on oil
platfcrms used for targeting shipping.

This time Iran chose

tc) miIiaril1Y .ontest the United States action and a one-day
.'Lee

ended with the loss and damage of several ships and

patrol boats.

The final peak in the crisis was as tragic
-5

and surprising as the attack on the USS STARK,
initiated

the crisis.

On July 3,

USS VINCENNES

CG-49

airliner

Air 655)

(Iran

1988,

the Aegis cruiser

shot down an Iranian commercial
under the mistaken belief

ship was under attack-from an Iranian F-14.
weeks of this unfortunate

incident,

resolved by Iran's capitulation in
Nations sponsored cease-fire

in

acceptanr.e

the details

was finally

agreeing-to a United

the war.

was marked by

of the United Nation s role in

of an erndto the war with Iraq.

formal negotiations
its attacks on

that the

Within three

the crisis

The resolution phase of the crisis
!rar•'s

which had

There were no

with the United States,

international

shipping in

finalizing

but Iran ceased

the Persian Gulf.

The protection of reflagged Kuwaiti tankers and an enhanced
U.S.

naval pI.-:seen

continued in

the Gulf for a number of

mc-n:ths before gradually reducing to something approaching
pre-:risis

level5.

The United States had achieved

cof preserving the secur ity and stability
other moderate

its goals

of Kuwait and the

states of the GCC while assuring the West of

unimp-edpd a:cess to Gulf oil.
The
r

crisis

rjetween

"sc,_ved.
peaceful!%, when

part)y.

Iran and the United States was
Iran realized It

The confrontation,

debac:e,
bargainingr.,

was the weaker

especially the 18 April 1988

ca&.sed Iran to recognize that the true balance of
... er

lay with the United States.
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The resolution

was characterized by explicit negotiations under United
Nations auspices to end the war and by a cessation of
shipping attacks.
The Iranian desire for hegemony in

the Persian

Gulf

the underlying cause of the crisis with the United

States

-

was not resolved.

United States-Iranian relations

remained hostile and suspicious,

but the costs of the war

with Iraq and confronting the United States simultaneously
had exhausted Iran's revolutionary fervor and treasury.
Diesing and Snyder cite four categories of aftermath
effects: relative power between opponents.
increase in conflict of interest,

a reduction or

emotional effects, and

effects on alignment.; - The relative power between the
United States and Iran was demonstrated to be grossly
unequal.

Beyond the losses of ships and other material

suffered by Iran,

the United States demonstrated its

willingness to commit the preponderance of force necessary
toprevail.

In addition to the frigates used to escort the

reflagged tankers,

an Aircraft Carrier and Battleship Battle

Group were maintained on-station in the North Arabian Sea,
to bring overwhelming force to bear if
conflict

necessary.

The

of interest between the United States and Iran. was

increased as Iran blamed the United States for siding with

".Ibid., p.

.-.
....

.. .

.

20.

.

.

.

.

Iraq and frustrating its aims.
The emotional aftermath of the crisis heightened
Iranian hostility towards the United States as Iran felt
humiliated by the lack of power to achieve Its goals and
'force

the United States from the Gulf.

The Ayatollah

Khomeini spoke of accepting the ceasefire as more bitter
than drinking poison, and Speaker of the Parliament
Rafsanjani blamed Iran's decision on the willingness of the
United States to exercise Its military might on the side of
The alignment effects were marked by a major

Iraq.

restoration of United States credibility and prestige in the
Persian Gulf.

Iran remained isolated, the Soviet Union did

not nrake significant gains at the expense of the United
States, and the members of the GCC were drawn more closely
into a de facto security alliance with the United States.
The crisis cver the reflagging of Kuwaiti tankers
between the United States and Iran can be examined by
looking at aspects of bargaining theory.
applied to international crisis is
element of coercion: that is,

Bargaining theory

understood to contain an

the use of military force to

cause one's opponent to do what

it otherwise would not do "

For the threat of the use of force to have its desired
effect,

the state which is the object of coercion must

ibid.

pp.

22-23.
38

_

.

.............

psrceive that the consequences of force are worse than those
of changing its behavior."

Additionally, the coerced state

has the option of accefding to the demands placed upon it,
or resisting in the ho1 e of either a reduction in the
demands or their withdrawal. C

During the period of crisis,.-

this type of coer:ive bargaining is most prevalent.
During the Persian Gulf crisis, the United States
threatened to use force against Iran by deploying naval
forces to protect and convoy Kuwaiti tankers singled out by
Iran for attack.

By reflagging the eleven tankers of the

KOTC with the Star~s anrc Stripes and providing armed naval
escorts,

Iran was presented with a falt accompli.

It

could

either accept the reflagging and cease its attempts to
intimidate Kuwaiti shipping or continue its attacks and risk
facing the use of American naval power.
had tc. make was whether it

The decision Iran

would lose more by giving up its

shipping attacks, which were central to its strategy to
coerce the GCC members into cutting off financial support
for Iraq.

or

continue the attacks in the hope that-ýthe U.S.

would give up the reflagging policy or avoid using Its naval
power.

'Ibid.
'Ibid.
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Iran was outraged by the U.S. policy of reflagging.
It saw the United States as directly siding with their
enemy,

Iraq, and trying to destroy its revolution by

threatening the use of military force to protect those
states which were. financially supporting the Iraqi war
The challenge posed to Iran by the deployment of

effort.

U.S. naval forces to escort Kuwaiti tankers was an example
of redistributive bargaining.

A challenge that demands a

state give up an activity already undertaken is an attempt
to redistribute power and oftens triggers an international
crisis."
it

Iran was being asked to give up an ongoing policy

viewed as essential to its efforts to bring the utar to an

end on its terms.

To ceaseattacks on shipping would mean

ceding control of the Persian Gulf to the Americans and
giving up its only opportunity to strangle the Iraqi war
effort
In a crisis exemplified by redistributive bargaining,
both sides focus on their competing interests rather than
those they share.

Even so, each side's behavior is

restrained by common Interest in avoiding war."

By 1987.

Iran had already fought seven years of a debilitating war
with Iraq.

Its long-term goal of establishing hegemony in

U4ad.

Glenn H. Snyder and Paul Diesing, p.
Ibid.
40

24.

the Persian Gulf could not be achieved by actions which
would dramatically raise the presence and credibility of
U.S.

naval forces.
The United States wanted to promote stability and

security in the Persian Gulf and thereby assure a steady
supply of reasonably priced oil.

A war with Iran was

undasirable because it would cause greater instability in
the region,

thereby disrupting the supply of oil and hurting

Western economies.

The United States was sensitive to the

needs of smaller Gulf states to preserve their viability anid
not appear as completely dependent on the United States.

A

rec-ent history of foreign policy failures - Including the
Iran-Contra scandal,
Lebanon,

the truck-bombing of

arines in

tte earlier failures of American efforts to

influence !rars during the fall of the Shah, the holding of

American hostages.

and the failed rescue attempt at Desert

One - meant the United States did not have an automatic
domestic consensus for using force in the Gulf.
Coercive bargaining is normally redistributive because
c.f as

Aries

between the participants which is

irn accommodatlve bargaining.
whetn it

not present

The challenge is legitimized

Is seen as preventing the opponent from changing the

Ibid.

41

status quo.
accompli,

't

When the challenge is presented as a fait
can be difficult to change and the resister is

faced with the responsibility of initiating violence. r

The

United States portrayed the case of reflagging tankers as an

"examp.le of asserting the traditioial rights of neutrals to
freedom of navigation on the high seas.

This gave the

policy a legitimacy and higher international purpose which
was broader than the tenuous legality as to whether the
shipi m.et actual requirements for reflagging.

Iran was

portrayed at an outlaw state preying upon defenseless
veiseis of non-belligerents on the high seas.

While the

shipping attacks may have had internal legitimacy to the
regime ir.Iran,
the wot-ld.
the U.S.

it

was an indefensible policy in the eyes of

By prov-iing Kuwaiti tankers with armed escorts,

Navy put the burden for initiating hostilities upon

Iran.

A crisis ic in3tlated by a challenge which attempts to
coerce.

Coercion Js present

in most of the bargaining

conducted during the-crisis and is normally a hiMhly visible
aspect

since it

involves the threat of use of force. -

The

decision tc reflag was in part an effort to coerce Iran into
ceasing its shipping attacks.

Ibid.,

p.

"ib.i., p.

However,

26.

25.
42

once a challenge is

(
-accepted, action is

required and the policy is

inexpensive as was hoped for. 7'

not as

Iran continued its attacki.

on Kuwaiti tankers through so-called non-attributable
methods of mining.
responsible,

Once it

was confirmed that Iran was

rather than the "hidden hand of God",

by

capturing the troop carrier IRAN AJR in the act of
conducting mining operations,

the ship was destroyed.

The

level of violence in the coercion was raised by the
subsequent Silkworm attacks on vessels at the Kuwaiti
terminal,

which was followed by the United States

destruction of Iranian oil platforms used to target
shipping.
U.S.

When the Iranian Navy sortied to respond to the

destruction of additional oil platforms after the
of the SAMUEL B.

mining

military cerflict.

ROBERTS,

coercion escalated to open

After its disastrous one day naval

engagement of April 13,

1988,

Iran realized It

could not

match the coercive power of the United States and the crisis
began to subside.
The deckssion to reflag was based in part on the.

-

knowledge that Iran had not previously attacked United
States flag shipping.
rationality.

This led to deductions about Iran's

As Snyder and Diesing observe,

the anger that

is stirred up by coercive bargaining may lead to a "semi-

Gsrdcn A. Craig and Alexander L. George, Force and
Statecraft:Diplomatic Problems of Our Time.
.New York:
Oxford University Press, 1990), 1 211.
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autonomous hostility spiral,"'$
that,

at some point,

There is always the risk

the emotions aroused by an opponent's

frustration at its inability to counter coercion will
provoke it

to take hostile actions that are not based on a

rational probability of prevailing.

Such was the Iranfan

decision to engage U.S. naval forces in retaliation for the
destruction of oil platforms, after the mine damage to
SAMUEL B. ROBERTS.

Despite the preponderence of United

States power on the surface and the air,

Iranian naval jnits

attacked and suffered significant losses.
A key to the u'niqueness of international crises is th.
importance each side attaches to attaining its objectives.
These objectives are considered important enough "that it

is

plausible that a war might be fought to gain thew. or hold
them."

Clearly, the American administration had spelled

out the importance of stability in

the Persian Gulf.

In attempting to manage a crisis,

it

is also necessary

to evaluate the importance that your opponent attaches to
attaining his objectives.

American-attempts to expand

deterrence to allies in the Middle East "finds that when
challengers are motivated primarily by *vulnerability'

rather than by 'opportunity,* when they feel a compelling

Sn'yder and Diesing, p. 26.
Ibid. p.

27.
44

(I
need to redress an intolerable situation, when they estimate
that the costs of inaction are greater than the costs of
military action, they will go to war even if
themselves militarily inferior.
view,

they consider

8" From Iran's point of

its revolution had been attacked by Iraq, which was

aided and abetted by the Gulf Arab states and now the United
States.

It

was in

Iran's vital

interests to defend its

revolution by punishing Iraqi aggression.
Iran was determined to assert its role as a regional
power at the expense of the United States, which had shown
itself to be unable to exert significant influence in

(region

since the Iranian revolution.
bargaining,

or "the power to hurt",

violence must be expected,
"Violence is

the

For coercive
to be effective,

according to Schelling.•

most purposive and most successful when it

threatened and not used.

Successful threats are those that

do not have to be carried out.e.'
the overthrow of the Shah,

is

The Iranian experience in

and the hostage crisis,

including

-..
Janice Gross Stein, "The Managed and the Managers:
Crisis Prevention in the Middle East," in New Issues in
International Crisis Management.
ed. Gilbert R. Winham
(Boulder, Co.: Westview Press, 1988), p. 193.

";Thomas C. Schelling, "The Diplomacy of Violence," in
The Use o. Force: Miiitarvy Power and International Politics,
eds. Robert J. Art and Kenneth N. Waltz (Lanham, Me.:

University Press of America, 1988),
Ibid.

p.

9.
45

p.

4.

had shown that America

the failed rescue at Desert One,

would not effectively use Its power to hurt.
The perception of time pressure for decislon-making
and the importance attached to success can make crisis
bargaining appear to take on a life of its own beyond the
-

Each side feels.

complete control of the participants.

"caught in a rush of events that has 'a dynamic and momentum
of its own only marginally subject to control; a false move
Even though the United States

could lead to disaster'."

-

maintained escalation dominance militarily throughout the
crisis, there were many rude shocks that caused great'
difficulty in

carrying out the reflgging policy.

attack on the STARK,

The.

the mining of the BRIDGETON and later
the Silkworm attack on the SWA.ISLE

the SAMUEL B. ROBERTS,

and the downing of Iran Air 655 by the VINCENNES all.

CITY,

raised serious questions and cr.StI'C1M of U.S., policy in th'
Congress and elsewhere.

-The decision-aaking involved in Aormmutatign
relagging policy was conductedw:thlrn the

the

xEe<utive Pratý,h

in a bargaining process involving the Department of Defense,.
Department of State,, and the National Security Council.

attack on the STARF,

after the

However,

Congress was subsequently briefed.

decided to take a more prominent

it

p.

Snyder and Ciesing,

26-27.
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foreign policy in

the formulation of U.S.

role in

the Gulf.

Bargaining between states is affected by the perceptions of
the intra-governmental bargaining of its opponent.54 The
struggle to direct U.S.

policy in the Persian Gulf between

the Reagan administration and Congressional opponents'
resulted in signals which influenced Iran's perceptions as
tc' the wA.lingness o: the United States to follow through on
its commitments.
The Reagan administration's own representatives
testifled that less than one percent of oil tankers were
being attacked and that the United States received a smaller
percentage of its oil from the Persian Gulf than Europe and
7his made the alleged threat to United States vital

Japan.
national

interests appear both distant and indirect,

which

according to Brodie makes the question of whether a military
.esponse

is

required more controversial.

An awareness of
Pý

the danger cf sending the wrong signals to Iran was
partially responsible for the unwillingness ultimately of
many in Congress to overturn. the administration's policy.
N.Nevertheless.

the prolonged debate on the wisdom of

teflagging-and the attempts to overturn it

did send Iran

S

conflicting signals about U.S.

Snyder and Diesing, p.

resolve.

28.

`:Bernard Brodie, War and Politics.
MacMillan Pub!ishing Cc.., 19.73), p. 356.
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Bargaining and decision-making between states is

externally affected by the international system structureAi
Du'.itg the Gulf crisis,

the international system was

characterized in its flexibility by mu.l.tipolarity.
natidný,

I

in particular Kuwait,

The Gulf
I

were weak states which'were

objects of competition between tne United States and the
USSR.

Irarns preferred option was not to align with either

the U.S.

or Soviet dnion, although both attempted to court

her; the U.S. with arms-for-hostages and the Soviets with
economic and other high level contacts, despite their role
as primary arms supplier to Iraq.
administratior
influence,

While the Reagan

was motivated by the desire to limit Soviet

the U.S.

Congress was interested in

sharing the

burden multilateralI-. with European allies and Japan,.
USSR and the United States both had an interest in
the expansion. of the Gulf war,

The

limiting

as did the Gulf states which

sought or approved superpower involvement in hopes of endrng
the conflice.
The United States expended a great deal of bargaining
effort on achieving allied support,

which manifested itself

iin thL form of minesweepers and other naval escorts for host
nation flag vessels,

In addition to providing the Reagan

administration cover from Congressional criticism of the
United States going it alone,

"Ibid., p.

the allied participation also

29.
48

.

•

had t•-e of"wct of increasing Iran's perception of its own

international !solation.

Iran, meanwhile, had no
received mostly

significant allies in its war effort, it

verbal support i-or Syria, but was able to continue to
-purchase arms- on the -international market from China, among
others.
Factors integral to domestic systems which affect
bargaining and decision-making include "national style in
foreign policy, governmental structures, political party
philosophies, bureaucratic roles, the personalities of

an open foreign policy style

States,
of power

For the United

and public opinion."'

decision makers,

-

with a distribution

between the Congress and the Executive branch of

government,

and a significant bureaucratic role in

the

formulation and execution of policy - allowed a drawnout and
hard-fought struggle to be waged for the Kuwalti reflagging.
Domestic political behavior affects the bargaining choices
of another state.
support for,

Iran's perception of Congressional

and level of oppdsition to,

the Reagan

administration's policy of reflagging influenced its
Iran continued the policy of attacking

behavior.
in

shipping

the expectation of outlasting the United States,

earlier,

just as

the United States policy was influenced by the

"Snyder and Diesing, p.
.Ibid.

p.

31.

32.
49

belief in making gestures that would help the "moderates" in
Iran gain the upper hand.
This examination has demonstrated the utility'of
crisis managment theory.

By using Snyder and Diesing's

crisis management model,

the Persian Gulf crisis can be

mapped out to allow study of its

various phases.

By

reviewing associated decision-making and bargaining
theories,

light can be shed on the reasons for the

particular behavior of the participating states.
way,

In this

theory aids in understanding the Persian Gulf crisis

and in anticipating certain outcomes.

50

IX.

The Role of Force

In the management of crises, military force is used
for political purposes.

Force is

used as a part of

escalation, and to control the escalation.

Force.is a....

surrogate for war that allows objectives to be achieved and
victory gained through dominating escalation.
intangible is

The crucial

the political will to use force and escalate

as necessary to gain or maintain goals.
A successful strategy must take into account what the
opponents capabilities are.

A.

Judging the adversary's

intentions O.Onmore difficult;
standard,

in the absence of a universal

rationality and values are culturally based.

The

force design structure must incorporate flexibility to
effectively manage the cri_.is.
For the successful management of a crisis,

the

adversary mu't detect and understand signals of intent.
Signals are sent verbally with public andprivate
statements.

The previously quoted-speeches by President

Reagan expressed clearly the concern with which the United
States viewed developments In the Gulf war.

For statements

to have credibility, a state must be prepared to back them
up.

Physical moves reinforce and add additional signals of

intent to convince an opponent.

The unilateral decision by

the Reagan administration to reflag and escort Kuwaiti
51
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tankers was a committal
difficult

move from which it

would have been

to back away.

The specific goal of that the reflagging policy sought
to achieve was a limited political objective using limited
military force.

According to Secretary of Defense
the mission of U.S.

Weinberger's report to Congress,

forces

assigned to MIDEASTFOR were "providing protection to U.S.flagged vessels,

including the reflagged Kuwaiti vessels

sailing within or transiting through the international
Strait of Hormuz,

waters of the Gulf of Oman,
Persian Gulf.""

(

include the ability

While the goals of U.S.
to defend,

deter,

the Persian Gulf was

the emphasis

in

former two.

As Weinberger explained:

and the

military force

defeat,

and prevail,

intended to be the

The continued presence of U.S. forces in the
Persian Gulf signals U.S. resolve in the area and
acts as a moderating element with regard to the
Further, U.S. forces have acted as
Iran-Iraq war.
U.S. forces have
a deterrent to ship attacks.
escorted U.S.-flag vessels (4 - 10 ships per
month) for the past four years with no attacks on
these vessels by either belligerent.
Additionally, no other vessel has-been attacked
while in close proximity of a U.S. combatant.'

The perception was that by providing the same sort of
protection to eleven Kuwaiti tankers (after reflagging them
with the American colors)

as was provided to other U.S.

The Weinberget" _epor_..

p, I ...

Ibid,
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flag

"(
shipping,

that Iran woulc

against them.

from further attacks

be*

With Iran

Jly pursuing its endless

struggle with Iraq, the h,)pe tja,• that it would not also want
to challenge the United States.

"Many in Congress were reluctant to support the use of
even limited military force in the Persian Gulf.

Parallels

were drawn with Beirut, where the United States had put
itself into an untenable and open-ended commitment.-:

The

reflagging policy was criticized as hastily put together and
ill-conceived.

Mien viewed in context of the eight years

of war between Iran and Iraq,

it

is surprising the United

States was able to refrain from direct military involvement
as long as it

did.

During that time, the United States had

applied diplomatic pressure through resolutions at the
United Nations and economic and military pressure through
the freezing of Iranian assets and Operation Staunch to slow
the flow of arms.
By early 1987,

the United States had applied without

success all the political and economic influence it
muster to bring Iran to accept a ceasefire.

could

Through the

Fat Towell, "House Votes to Delay Oil-Tanker
'Ref lagging',"
sionaQearterlw..ek_.
e lesReiort,
j2ul" 1987. p. 1510.

11

U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services,
National Secur ity Policy Imol i cations of United States

Goývt.

the Persian ajulf, Report (Washington: U.S.
Print . Off,
1987.,, pp. 2, 30-31.
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(
Kuwaiti request for protection of shipping, the United
States could escalate the pressure on Iran by expandingdeterrence to a moderate Arab Gulf state by using limited
force.
Because Iraq had by 1984 shifted its oil exports to
pipelines, Kuwait bore the brunt of Iran's attacks in the
.
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tanker war: twenty-six of thirty-five shipping attacks
attributed to Iran in the first two years of the tanker war
were on vessels sailing toor

from Kuwait.9 3

Thus,

through
the United

the physical move of escorting reflagged tankers,

States was sending a signal to Iran of its aim to further.
the political goal of limiting and ending the Gulf war.

(

The

United States was deploying force as an escalatory option to
deter iran from further aggression against Kuwaiti oil
tankers.
The perceived risks must be evaluated against the
perceived gains to determine

if

forces to the Persian Gulf was
STARY attack had shown,

the deployment of U.S.
the best policy.

As the

there was the very real possibility

of damage to ships and the loss of_)merican

lives.

In its

report to Congress, the Reagan administration assessed the
overall risk to U.S.
Ioow-to-moderate.

forces operating in the Persian Gulf as

This assessment was based on the

degradation of the Iranian military's conventional

U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations,
Sides, Report,
War in.the._.FeGrs
•iaTn..Gulf:
TeTakes
tWashington: U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1987) p. 37.
54

capabilities during the war with Iraq.

44

It

cited the most

significant threat as coming from terrorism and other
"unconventional,

non-attributable" sources.

Another attack

by Iraqi aircraft with Exocet missiles was considered
unlikely after United States and Iraqi forces established
identification procedures for use.A
U.S.

ships in the Persian Gulf faced several potential

threats, according to one Congressional report.'- The
Silkworm missile is
slow (subsonic),

large (5000 pounds,

however it

20 feet long) and

has the range (over 50 NM)

to

cross the Strait of Hormuz and the payload (1150-pound
warhead) to cause lethal damage to a ship. 91

It

is

deliverable from mobile launchers that only require twelve
hours to set up.
simultaneously,

If multiple launches were achieved
the Silkworm missile could provide a

difficult challenge for any ship less capable than an Aegis
cruiser.

"The Weinberger Report. pp. 15,
•Ibid.

p.

23.

16.

Ibid.
U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services,
Defense Policy Panel and Investigations Subcommittee,
National Security Implications of United States Operatlons
in.t.he ..
Persian Gulf, "Report,"- (Washington: U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., July 1987), p. 44.
;Ibid.,

pp. 44-45.

Ibid. p.

45.
55
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The Iranian Air Force was not seen as a serious
threat.

It

was composed of U.S.

supplied F-4,

F-5,

and F-14

aircraft and operated effectively at only over fifty percent
(fifty cf eighty) of its prewar frontline numbers,
the inability to obtain spate partst .

due to

!ren did atteimpt

attacks on shipping by firing Maverick missiles from F-4"s
and AS-11 misslies from helicopters.

These anti-tank

weapons had little impact on large ships. 1 n

An Iranian

kamrikaze aircraft attack conducted by the Pasdaran
(Pevc.iutionary Guards.) was considered a possibility.'
Seaborne threats included ships of the regular Iranian
Nay'v.

some fifty vessels,

including three ex-U.S.

Navy

destroyers of W7II vintage and about fifteen frigates,
which half were operational.

of

These ships were primarily

used to stop and search merchant vessels for contraband,

but

the Iranians did use them to fire Italian Sea Killer antish 4.p,,issiles

,r;several

occasions."

More active in the

r.sle of anti-shipping attacks were the small fast boats

'Boghammers

and whaler-type) operated by the Pasdaran who

ýPat Towell, "Nature of the Threat in the Persian
Gulf...Defines the Military's Option to Respond," The
Cto
!nressionaLQuarterly Weekl_ Re._ort_
IT-id.

pp.

20 June 1987,

p.

45-46.

Hc.use CommIttee on Armed Services Report,
Ibid.
5JC

p.

45.

(
conducted attacks with machine guns,

mortars,

rocket

propelled grenades from short range with the intent to kill
the merchant crewmen.
Finally,
force,

although...Iran did not possess a submarine

there was a threat to U.S.

ships beneath the seas.

Initially. it was supposed that the mines could have been
sown earlier

in the Iran-Iraq war near the Shatt-al-Arab

waterway &nd subsequently broken loose from their moorings
and floated downstream.

The discovery of minefields laid

in the channel leading to Kuwait's
terminal,

-

ilna al-Ahmadi oil

in the central gulf off of Bahrain,

and at

Fujayrah near the entrance to the Strait of Hormu2,
confirmed suspicicns that Iran was laying new mines in
international. waters.
A.F. ;cau-ht

The discovery and capture of the IRAN

red-handed in the act with mines still

onboard)

cor.firmed beyond the shadow of a doubt that Iran was
actively engaged in

m,4inelaying.

A-fter the attack on-the STARK,

the U.S.

decision was

made at the highest levels to increase the number and
capahilities of naval and military forces to ensure Iran
understood the United States maintained escalation
dor.inance.,

M:DEASTFOR was made up of the command ship USS

"Ibid.
WAeinberger,
in the...Pen.t.agon,

Fihtjin_n.g for Peace: Seven Critical Years
p.

39E.
58
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LASALLE and four combatants.

.

.

.

.

They were augmented by four

additional combatants to assist in performing the duties of
escort,

as well as surveillance and patrol.!•

All ships

involved in these duties were to have surface-to-air
..

.

missiles and the Close-in Weapons System-for anti-airdefense,

and LINK 11 which could monitor the air picture

provided by AWACS.*

Like most U.S.

Navy combatants,

M.IDEASTFOR ships also carried Harpoon cruise missiles in an
anti-shipping role,
defense,

naval guns for anti-air and anti-surface

electronic detection equipment and radar decoys to

detect and counter hostile emitters and missiles.",

SIn.the

wake of the attack on the STARK,

the condition

of readiness of naval combatants in

the Persian Gulf was

enhanced to General Quarters (Condi

ion One)

for transiting

the S"trat of Hormuz or whenever "confronted by an air or
surface contact which closes in a threatening manner."''
ships in the Gulf already routinely steamed at Condition
Three (wartime steaming).'"

.:The Weinbercer

Additionally,

Report. p.

the normal U-.S.

19.

Pat Towell, "Nature of the Threat in the Persian
Gulf. .. Defines. Military's Optionsto Respond," The
C
tg5ressional Quarterly WeeklŽ_Reort, 20 June 1987, p.

1312.
Ibid.
.The Weinberqer

Report,

p.

18.

Fat Towell, "Nature of the Threat in the Persian
Gulf...,' p. 1313.
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The

TABLE 4
READINESS CONDITIONS OF U.S. NAVAL COMBATANTS
U.S. Naval vessels have five readiness conditions.
These
conditions represent varying states of readiness and are
depicted as foilows:
CONDI-TION I;
Condition I, or General Quarters-, requires the
manning of a:l weapon systems, sensors, damage. control, and
engineering c.tations.
Engineering systems are configured
for maximum flexibility and survivability. With all hands
at General Quarters, the ship is prepared to fight at its
maximum, capability.
CONDITION II. Temporary relaxation of Condition I for rest
and meals at battle stations.

Condition III watches require about

I[I.

COND:TIN

one-third of the crew to man the weapons systems for
prcicnged periods.
Conditions III must provide the
capability tc, conduct or repel an urgent attack while the
ship is called to General Quarters.
C!OND!TION IV.
Zondition IV watches require an adequate
.um,,ler -f
qualified personnel for the safe and efficient
-erati,. cif the ship and permit the best economy of
tersonnei- assignment to watches.
No weapon batteries are
manned.
NC',iTl.N V.

in port during peacetime,

no weapons manned.

SCURZE: -U.S. Dept. of Defense, ' eport to the Congress on
Security Arranements in the Persian Gulf (Weinberoer

epor.t.j,
1

ft-ashingtonr:

U.S. Govt

, Table I:.
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Print. Off.,

15 June

Peacetime Pules of Engagement (ROE),

which prescribe the

propel responses to threats by military forces, was tailored
to more accurately reflect conditions in the Persian Gulf.
The procedures as defined M• the Weinberger Report included:
Hostile intent: -The threat of-imminent use
'ýf force against friendly forces, for instance,
any aircraft or surface ship that maneuvers into a
position where it could fire a missile, drop a
bomb, or use gunfire on a ship is demonstrating
eviden:e of hostile intent.
Also, a radar lock-on
to a ship from any weapons system fire control
radar that can guide missiles or gunfire is
This includes lockdemonstrating hostile intent.
on by land-based missile systems that use radar.
. Hostile act: A hostile act occurs whenever
an aircraft, ship, or land-based weapon system
actually launches a missile, shoots a gun, or
drops a bomb toward a ship.
U.S. forces i-n the Persian Gulf will respor.
follows:
Self-defense: U.S. ships or aircraf a.
authori2ed to defend themselves against an a..surface threat whenever hostile intent or a
hostile act occurs.
U.S.-flagged commercial vessels:

U.S.

ships or aircraft may defend U.S.-flagged
commet- I'ai vessels against air or surface threats
whenever hostile intent or a hostile act occurs.'"

The Persian Gulf Supplemental ROE provided the orn
scene mnlitary" commander with the authority to defend

agair.st potential hostile intent or hostile'acts.

The force

used was. to be measured and proportional to counter the
spec if i* threat .

Any use of force bey'ond this minimum

Ibid.
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required approval bi the National Command Authority.r:
practice,

In

the ROE was implementea b,, requiring all U.Z.

forces to regard inbound unknown contacts as potentially
hostile until positively identified.

Air and surface

contacts approaching within range were requested to identify
themselves."

Specific identification procedures for Iraqi

military eircra.t were worked out to prevent another "STARK
incident.":

U.S.

Navy and Congressional inves$tigations

evaluated the attack on the STARK as the result of Improper
d.•f-•,.,_ve
Crowe.

•rocedures

Cha:rman,

...nd not faulty equipment.

JCS testified that,

Admiral

despite the necessity

of carrying . :t the reflagging mission, "...there are no
tbsc.!ute guararntees. that sich operation will be casualty
free,

or that Iran will not escalate the sea war which will

prese:nt

us with further difficult choices."

The enhanced readiness and explicit ROE,

as well as

the increased numbers and capabilities of forces assigned to
the reflagaing w..ission,

were designed to lim.'t the options

Ibid.
Pat Towsil,

`Nature of the Threat in the Persian

Gulf.
T-1he Weinber ger Reort.

Wil liam 3. Crowe, Jr., U.S.N., "Statement,"
US. C•-ngress., House, Inves* igations Subcommittee and the
Defense Pcl.c". Fanel of the Committee on Armed Services, The
poi.s'. 1.l..i.chat~ons. cf._U.S.._Involvement in the Persian Gulf,
$oit
Hearings
(Washington:
S. Govt. Print. Off., 9 and
1 June 1
p. 21.
R,:ral
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cf a potential adversary.

The range of possible options for

Iramn to successfully engage U.S.

forces was reduced by the

diversification of defensive systems and enhanced

""

provided -by the new systems and procedures.

.surv.lvabllity

Of particular co:vcern-tomanly ir

Congress inthe wake of the

attack on the STARK was the provision of adequate air cover
for U.S.

Navy ships in the Persian Gulf. I-

this event'.ality,

should it

To provide for

be needed, the protection of

shipping plan included maintaining an aircraft carrier
battle group (CVB-32

onstation continuously in the Gulf of

Oman and the North Arabian Sea."
d .if.t.....

i

Because of the

.r..in.g
to operate an aircraft carrier in the

-estricted waters of the Persian Gulf,

the CVBG was to

remain n:utside and provide Combat Air Patrol (CAP),

air

surve:llance over shipping near the Strait of Hormuz,
retaliatory capatility if

needed.'"

and a

Vital early detection

and darning of air threats was provided by U.S. and Saudi
Alrbcrne Warning and Control system (AWACS)

aircraft flying

over Saudi Arabia.
"Hiil Challenges 5eagan on Persian Gulf Policy,'
-nr1e2.ssiona .Quarterl], Almanac, JOA7, pp. 252-253.

The

T'he Weinbercte-_Reort_.
-U.S. Congress, House, Defense Policy Panel and the
Investigations Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed
S-srviceps,
National Security Poli2_y Implications of United
Perrsiarn
shL Gulf Report,
(Washi:ngton:
$gta.
.... r r..... in..... . .h:
.. _L-.
.. .. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'

CcGvt.

Firint.

Off
f

July 19 8'7

Ca spar W. Weinberger,

p.

3

Fih__ I cFor Peace,

p. 40..

--

Other United States military forces were incorporated
into Persian Gulf operations as the need for them arose.
deployed periodically,

Battleship battle groups (BBBG),

"contained the firepower in Tomahawk cruise missiles and
sixteen inch guns to strike Silkworm sites from over the
The BBBG was usually accompanied by an Aegis

rorizon.
Cruiser,

o.ost capable surface

the Navy's newest and

coombatantt.
After the mining of the BRIDGETON revealed a mine
clearing deficiency in MIDEASTFOR,

this situation was

renedied Lt. the dispatch of an amphibious helicopter carrier
carrying minesweeping helicopters.,;

More slow to arrive,

but uJltimately extremely useful to the location and
destruction of mine fields, were the U.S. Navy minesweeping
hnats (MSB;
Suwait

and ships (MSO).

provided by

Two large barges,

were stationed in the northern Gulf as mobile bases

,

;:.: Army attack helos,

Marine and Navy special

forces

,SEALS; operating minesweeping and patrol boats.

These

larges brcought t6 a virtual halt Iranian small boat and
rirn:nz acti'ity

ir

the northern Gulf.Y

At the peak of

Defense F:.licv Panel and Investigations Subcommi-tee
p. 33..
cf the House Arred Services Committee.Report.
S•enates Foreign Relations Committee Staff Report,
Novembe! 19E7, pp. 39-40.
Caspar W, Weinberger,

Fighting for Peace.
64

p. 409.

approximately

operations,

counting both the CVBG and EBBG,

15,000 U.S.

military personnel were involved in Persian Gulf

operations
A characteristic of an effective force structure is
the force multip.lier effect of interoperability with allies.
One of the first arid most persistent criticisms of the
refjagging policy was that the United States was bearing the
entire burden,

that our allies were getting a free ride,

and

that the moderate Arab Gulf states were not doing enough in
their own defense .'
the U.S.

NATO allies were reluctant to endorse

unilateral initiative to reflag, or serve under

United States command in

the gulf.':

There was,

however,

significant and persistent allied presence escorting and
prctectlng their own national

flag shipping which resulted

in a areat deal of cooperation at the operational level .
U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Subcommittee on Europe and the Middle East, Developments in
42ý_Middle East. Setember 1987, Hearing (Washington: U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., September 1987), p. 58.
-

'Defense Policy Panel and rnvestigations Subcommmittee
ef the House Armed Services Committee Report of July 1987.

pp. 35,

58-60.

:V.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Armed Services,
e.•.._e.to the Weinbrr_• __Re_
r t Conc•
rerning the
Administrat on's Secur it y Arrancrements in the Persian Gulf,
-Was.hington: U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1987)8 as contained in
V'>l. 2A International Legal Materials, September 1987, pp.
1474-1475.
Hereafter referred to as the Nunn Report.
U.S. Ccngress, House, Committee cn Foreign Affairs,
Subcommittees on Arms Control, Interenational Security and
Science, and on Europe and the Middle East, U.S. Policy in
"Hearin, - (Washington: U.S. Govt. Print.
the Persian.Gulf
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In his report to Congress in June,

Defense Secretary

Weinberger reiterated that the reflagging and protection of
U.S.
-

.

12
flagged vessels was an American initiative. '

Significant help was not requested or expected from our
allies.

By late summer,

changing for the better,

this picture of cooperation was
As a result of Iranian attacks on

Italian and French flag ships, both of those countries
joined the British in the providing surface combatants to
Persian Gulf.|,:
accompany their ships in the
After discovery of Iranian-sown minefields near the
Strait of Hormuz and in Gulf international waters,

the

Europeans sent minesweepers under the auspices of the
Western European Union.

Nations providing forces for the

countermine effort included the United Kingdom, France,
E-elgiur.. the Netherlands,

and Italy.

Because of Iranian

mining and attacks on non-belligerent shipping, U.S.

allies

were drawn increasingly into the Persian Gulf to protect
their own interests.

When these interests coincided with

-

American interests there was joint cooperation which

Offf. ,IS

December 1987), p.

54.

The WeinbergrPr

,p

19.

3.;r.•mte Foteign ReiatLoni Committee Staff Report,
'House Committee on Foreign Affairs,

SFc-rsan..ul~f,

'Hearing,"

15 December 19877,
66

•S.. PoLic
?.

54,

pp.
in the

increased the pressure on Iran to cease its shipping
attacks.
A number of countries in the Gulf were providing new
levels of support for U.S.

....

that c-unitrie'

forces.

Thte Gngrdssi6n&l dhirge

like Saudi Arabia and Kuwait should do more

for their own defense when they had recently been denied
U.S.

arms sales by Congress represented an interesting

voita-face.

Even more than the Europeans,

a number of Gulf

cc:untries were providing important direct assistance in
st:F.pcrt c.f the United States reflagging mission.
U.S. Air Force AWACS based in Riyadh provided
esscrntial early air warning to U.S.
northE-r

Gulf.

Saudi

Navy ships in the

fighters flew cover for the AWACS,

and

Saudi AWACS provided air coverage of the southern Gulf and
Stra.t c-f Hormu: during EAPNEST WILL convoys.
Congr.c.r..al revelations to the press of this direct but
cCovert Saudi participation in reflagging with the southern
AWACS station caused a temporary loss of this asset,
was lat~er restored.:for U.S.

ships.,

The Saudis'

but it

also provided-port visfts

emergency medical facilities for U.S.

personnel., and some early minesweeping assistance before the

Senate C.ommittee, on Foreign Relations Staff Report,
Caspar W. Wei nberger,
411.

FjLhti__ngjfor Peacea. pp.

406-

p.

arrival of U.S., and European assets.
Other members of the GCC provided assistance based on
their capabilities..

Bahrain provided por. facilities and

support f&cidliles,

S-

.administrative

as well as being the

''hoTeport" for MIDEASTFOR flagship LASALLE.

Oman leased air

facilities for use by Navy P-3 surveillance aircraft, and a
l-.Jistics ba.se for storage of defense material."

Oman and

UAE provided commercial refueling for ships and port visits.
Kuwait provided two converted tugs which functioned as
minesv..eepers and led the EARNEST WILL convoys,
two large floating barges used by U.S.
forces

as well as

special operations

Kuwait also provided free refueling for all U.S.

Navy ships. escorting reflagged tankers.'
Senior U.S.

officials claimed that regional states

rcvidei additional

support,

but the Gulf states were

rzluctant to make public their backing.

They had seen the

"t'.nied States. cut and run when the going got tough in Iran.
They were sensitive to the-fact that the United States had
never backed an Arab country against another regional power.
Wher, urged to be more forthcoming in support for the U.S.
reflaacinci mi.is.ior,

the answer was likely to be that

m-,st live in the Gulf for a long time,"

The WReiprnbtrq.er___R o,

p.

•Ibi..
68

20.

"we

An examination of the composite U.S. maritime forces
shows that they were particularly well-suited to meet the
requirements for managing the crisis in the Persian Gulf.
Naval forces were Immediately available for deployment near
the crisis point.

The mobility of naval forces meant that

they could be brought to bear at the desired point and at
the desired force level.

In a region of particular

pclitical sensitivity, the flexibility of maritime forces
that require no local permanent bases and can remaif

over

the horizon until needed was essential.
The naval forces deployed to the Persian Gulf met the
criteria for interoperability with air and naval forces of
allies and friendly Arab states.
interoperabllity with the AWACS,
in
=i.
It

In addition to
units from NATO countries

the Gulf could receive and provide information via LINK
The large U.S.

naval force in the Gulf was sustainable.

remained on station for over a year with resupply

primarily from logistic support ships from Diego Garcia and
other supplies delivered through Bahra-i'!
airhead in Oman.

ThE

experience of the STARK and SAMUEL S.

FROBERTS notwithstanding,

the ships of MIDEASTFOR proved

their survivability and lethality in
naval un.:ts of Iran.
the Falklands,

and the Masirah

combat with air and

Unlike some of the British ships in

both the STARK and SAMUEL B. ROBERTS were

saved through superior dam-age control efforts by their crews

69

and subsequently overhauled and restored to full operation.
The use of naval

forces In the Persian Gulf crisis

provided an instrument which was adaptable as the mission
-

-

changed.

-Initially,-a small presence provided escort

.. ..... c
prot

n fdrIJ.S. flagged vessels in-theGulf

This*'

presence was augmented as needed by naval forces in the CVBG
and BBBG kept outside the Gulf.
douinate the air and sea,

the United States controlled

escalation throughout the crisis.
against U.S.

With this ability to

flagged ships,

Each use of force by Iran

whether through mining or

Silkworm attacks, was met by a proportionally escalated
nM4l4tary recpo^;se to deter further activity.
The protection of shipping mission was structured in
such a manner a- to reflect the national values and
Strategic culture of the United States.
were able

The naval forces

.o e:stend deterrence to the shipping of a small

moderate Gulf state with the limited use of force while
still

maintaining it_. official neutrality in the-Iran-Iraq

wa!'.

The forces used to achieve this limited polttlcal

cbje:tive were appropriate to political realities and
sensitivities both in the Gulf and domestically in the U.S.
The frces

were employed in an affordable manner,

as the

Feagan adm.inistratlon did not seek supplemental
auth-ri:ation£, from; Congress to fund their deployment.
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The role of force in the Persian Gulf crisis was to

deter Iran and defend the reflagged Kuwaiti vessels from
further shipping attacks.

Iran was prevented from

continuing its attacks by aircraft, -ships -and small b-dats

--

against the Kuwaiti tankers.

Whein Iran shifted fnstead to "

mining and Silkworm missile attacks against vessels no
lonaer under U.S. escort but within Kuwalti waters, a
measured use of force was applied.
Whenever Iran used force, the United States responded
with superior force going up the escalatory ladder.

When

Iran sought tn escalate the crisis to combat, the United

(States

used appropriatei force to defeat and prevail.

While

there were numerous reasons for Iran's final acceptance of a
United Nations ceasefire,

its international isolation and

military impo:tence in the face of superior U.S. military
force were necessary factors.
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X.

Escalation and Deescalation

Crisis management

Is,

in large measure,

the control a

.-state exercises over the escalation and deescalation of the
.

• crsis'

fo-ce t6othe surface the -values;-power.

.Crises

configurations,

perceptions and risks that lie at the core

of the international system.
c.f war,

As Lebow has observed,

"short

crises are the most salient and visible points of

conflict between states.. .they are crucial moments in

international relations when the purposes and proceedings of
states are revealed at their most fundamental level."":
.xpectat

The

or, of a potential for war is central to

international crises.
The goals of crisis management can be seen as
three-fold: to maximize potential advantages,

minimize

Adverse consequences, and prevent the crisis from getting
cut

of contrc.l and leading to war.

To achlcve deterrence

-and prevent war depends on the stat-e's ability to project
credibility and stability of its policies.
effect is

The deterrent

based on the adversary's perceptions of the

state's estimated capability and estimated intent."

To

Richard Ned Lebow, Between Peace and War: The Nature•
-f Internationa1. CrisIs.
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
University Fress , 1981), p. 309.

Kalevi .3. Hc^,sti, International Politics: A Framework
f~r.na_..i.s.
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc.,

1977),

p. 316.

(
successfu'. y manage the crisis,

the state seeks tc. maintain

max:imum control and to hold the initiative in escalating the
conflict.
crisis management will

, The more successful' policy in

seek to maximize the available initiatives.

In the

this will involve a combination of threats

escalatory phase,

to use force, with promises of accommodation for compliant
behavior.
The reflagging policy was a commital move on th•
A..
The physical move of

part of the Reagan administration.

deicying naval forces to protect the reflagged Kuwaiti
tankers minimized the possibility of yielding for the United
States.
The credibility and stability of this ccmmittal move

was called into question in the aftermath of the STARK
attack by the outcry in Congress.

Public support is an

essential element of national power in a democracy,
according to Hans Morgenthau.

"A government may have a

correct undcers.tanding of-the requirements of foreign
policy,..but

if

it

-

fails in marshaling public opinion b-ehind

these policies, it..- labors will be in vain, and all the
other assets of national power of which the nation can boast
wilr

not be used t1^ best advantage."

While Congress had

"Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations: The
(New YorY: Alfred A. Knopf,
St.rugg. e f
Power. and Pe.ace
Inc

, 19,8

, p.

174.
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been briefed on the reflagging policy,
brought

the STARK incident

into focus the Reagan administration's policy.

Many judgments about values and interests in the
formulation of deterrence policy are political.

Elements

within the government may disagree as to whether the
commitment meets the criteria of national interest,
means should be used to uphold the commitment,
risk.

the

to be accepted to maintain the commitment,

options should be examined,

which
:osts and

what

other

and how to ensure the policy is

sianale.i in a credible f.

The debate in

Congress

over the reflagging policy in the Persian Gulf reflected all
these issues.
The debate between the Reagan administration and its

supporters in Congress and those'oppcsed to reflagging
represented a test for American foreign policy.

At issue

vas whether the United States could formulate and carry out
a long-term coherent policy in
failure,

the ?erslan Gulf after the

of President Catrter and Irangate.

The debate- over

reflagging reflected a struggle between Congress and the
Whi'e House for control of foreign policy.

The 1970's and

196."s had witnessed efforts by Congress to enter
full and equal partnership with the Executive in

into a
the

Ale'rander L. George and Richard Smoke, Deterrene___ i
Amirc art .Fqre ign Policvý: _TbheoLy__and Practice.
(New York:
Columbia University Press, 1974), p. 557.
'74

(
formulation of national securiLy policy.IV

Many in Congress

saw opposition to reflagging as a way to prevent another
foreign policy disaster like the Beirut bombing or the
arms-for-hostages %.;andal..

The Reagan admini.stration was

.. accused.of leading-the -United States into a -poorly -concei-ved.
commitment without sufficient consultation with Corngress.
The nature of legislative activity makes it
more difficult

inherently

for Congress to exercise a level of

supervision equal to the Executive in the design and conduct
of national security policy."'
adversarial role.

More often,

it

is

cast in the

Objections to the reflagging policy in

Congtess included concern over the ability of U.S.

forces ir:

the Gulf to defend themselves; the escalatory steps the
Fsagar ;administration was prepared to take in the face of an
Iranian attacl" on reflagged vessel;, and the lack of
t.u?-den-sharing arrangements with those allies dependent on
o.l imports from the Gulf.

Additionally, there was great

displeasure at the perception that U.S.

forces were being

'Committed tc Significant risk without adequate Congressional

"Amos A. Jordan, William J. Taylor, Jr., and Lawrern"
J.Kork-, Ame-iz.ar Naticnal Securty: Poli c" and Process.
(Saltimcre: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989), p.
"Fobe-r L. Ffaltzgraff, Jr., "National Security
Policy Impiications," in National Securitty
Decision-Making-,
Po.licy•: The Decisior-makina Process, eds. Robert L.
Pfaltzgraff, Jr., and Uri Ra'anan (Hamden, Conn: Archon
Books, i9841 pp. 298-300.
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consu itat i orn.
Congressional opponents to the reflagging-policv
attempted to invoke the War Powerc Act,'which w)uld require
- - theP--esident to withdraw mil--itary-forces sent Wi.hout------C6ngretsional approval within ninety-days bniess a
Congressional authorization is obtained.

Each escalation

point throughout the crisis produced attem ;pts in Congress to
curtail or eliminate the reflagging mission.

The

"unpredictability of American responses inevitably raises
fundamental questicn of the compatilbity

t'..

of a

of.. .Congressional involvement with the requirement,

poiic-. d signr.d to modify and moderate the behavior of
adv.ersari.e..."

Nevertheless,

the result of continual

nc..i..U.iltatlon between the Executive and Congress was ar,
important improvemsnt in the conduct of U.S.
in fa :.
Fe!-

the role played by Congress during the
isi s was necessary and beneficial.

G-uf

-a.n

fore2ig.n policy.

The use

of ?rilltary force over the long-term requires d,.mebtic
consensus in a democracy.
Powe's Act,

The attempts to invcke th,Ž War

including a law suit in federal district court

filed b% 110 members of the House to require the President
t:. cor=ly .i~tn its recuirements,
(HF

.4;

and the Ho..se vote 222-184

t,. d.lay reflagging for three months provided for

a full and 'op=.

J',.rdan,

debate orn the merits of the policy.

Taylor and Korb, p. 127.
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The

unwillingness of Republicans in the Senate to oppose the
President's policy, ,ind the doubtfulness of obtaining a
two-thirds majority to override a presidential veto ensured
j_-...

-

...

the reflagging..proceeded-on.schedule-.

The fai.l-ur-e-of-

.

elected representatives to -reverse--ref lagging indicates

.

there, was nn consensus in Congress or the public to do so.
The diversity of the attitudes in Congress ultimately
reflected an acceptance of,
reflagging.
out,

if not enthusiasm for,

Dissent had been heard, the policy was carried

the systen worked..

In the escala,.ory phase uf a crisis, a committal move,
such a-. the reflagic.ing of Kuwaiti tankers, gives the
opponent the option -ifesther yielding to avoid violence or
ma.ina a circumventive move to achieve its political
.urp..ses by inveVi'Ang another option rather than responding
i.

kind.

Rather than try to continue attacks on Kuwaiti

t.,'.-rs t1 ship. aircraft,

or small boat', Iran shilted

tact ics wher, confrorted w:ith reflagging.

W"F:.- an in-depth review of the fascinating debate
in
Corness over the reflaggng policy see the
nqg..ressional
r'uar.e! 1,± Weekl_ Re Qrt's listed in the bibliography; for a
conr,-J
ssummary see the Confgressona4lQuater1_y Almanac for
1987, pp. 25,,-Z64.
For detailed examination of
congressiona! obiect.ons to the reflaggirg policy see the
i...nre..reor.,

the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations Staff

P-pp.rt W•r in..the Persian Gulf the
S.aes
Sides of
Nc;výmber 198., and the ouse Commlttee on &rmed Services
Rep:c.rt of the Defense Policy Panel and the Investigations
Subcommittee? National Security Implications of United States
,',pratic•sin t.he Persian Gulf of JuIly 1987.
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The first convoy under U.S.

21,

198'.

protection began on July

It consisting of the reflagged oil carrier

BRIDGETON (at 400,000-tons one of the largest ships in the
.

wor-ld) and- liquefied-petroleum-gas -carrier- GAS. PRINCE.
.escort-were the guidedmissiles 1

In

iser-FOX,-the guided .

m.issile destroyer KIDD, and the guided missile frigate
CROMMELIN.

They were joined on July 23 by the guided

missile cruiser REEVES.
Strait of Hormuz,

As the convoy passed through the

past prepared Silkworm missile sites,

Iranian F-4's from Bandar Abbas flew within fifteen miles
but were still

in Iranian airspace.

w-arned not to approach any closer.

The aircraft were
and they did rot.

On the

morning of July 24, when the convoy was about eighteen miles
west of Farsi island, the BRIDGETON hit a mine.

44

None of

the crewmen on the BqIDGETON was injured and the convoy
completed the voyage to Kuwait.

A similar mine could do

much more damage to a 4,000-ton ship than a ship one hundred
times larger.

therefore,

astern of ths BPIDGETON;

the escorts completed the convoy
it was a less than auspicious

beginning for the convoy escort mission.

"Pat Towell, "Mine Incident in Gulf Stirs New Policy
Debate .' CogesoalQatryWggkly
o±~r 25 July
1987, p. 1669.
.Ibid.
Ibid.
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N:) immediate military steps were taken against Iran
for the mining of the BRIDGETON.

retaliation

in

No one had

could not yet be conclusively proven

been injured and it

that Iran had deliberately laid-t.he -mine -that did -the
damage ..

The-.United States- did respond on July--29

by

.....

...

deploying eight minesweeping MH-53 helicopters via C-5A
cargo planes to Diego Garcia,
the helicopter

where they were picked up by

carrier GUADACANAL enroute to the Persian

The Sea Stallion helicopters tow long wires which

Gulf.

are used to cut the cables of moored mines of the type the
BRIDGETON struck.

On September 20, armed helicopters from. USS JARRETT
- using sophisticated night surveillance equipment

FFG-53

s...prised th.e 21S-foot
it

in

mines

!aYing

w:as

Iranian landing craft,
international waters in

The helicopters attacked,

the convoys.

IRAN AJR,

-

as

the path of

leaving the IRAN

P.JP dead in the water-, and special forces boarded the vessel
capturing prisoners,
equipment.
the IP•A

After

p.

unlayed mines,

exploitation for

AiR w~s destroyed,

Fat Towell,

and minelaying
intelligence purposes,

and its

crewmembers repatriated

"Pentagon Reportedly. Beefs Up Role in

Bevrrt,

gar..rt.

G,!f."

2tAugust 1987,

i7i,.

Pat Towell and Steve Pressman,

"Gulf Coup Brings

Reagan No Polit ical PayofZ," g9naT~ssional Quarter ly Wek1y

.

-T

.....

26 September 19877,

p. 2294,
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to !ran throuch the good offices of Oman. 1

The result of

this escalation in the use of armed force enabled the United
States to prove beyond doubt that Iran was engaged in laying
.uslng.theGulf.. _Based. on this

....nes - a hazard to all sh.ip

inc ident..and.other.mining-inc.idents,

as welI as- conti-nued-.

shipping attacks, the goal of increased allied participation
Several European nations decided to supply

was achieved.

escorts to their merchant shipping in the Gulf and also
dispatched much needed minesweepers.
The increased emphasis put on minesweeping by the
United States and allies made the mining option less viable
for Iran,
C~ctobet e.,
patrc,:

e.spe.:ially after the capture of IRAN AJR.
U.S.

On

special forces helicopters conducting night

were fired upon by several IRGZ small boat contacts

the-: were investiga" ing.

The helicopters returned fire,

capturing two whaler type small boats and destroying a
The battery of a Stinger mi:-ile was

4' foct B-chamn.er.

found In the recovery of the wreckage.
Iran countered v•he escalation of United States and
allied minesweeping and escort of shipping with another
circumventing move.
However,

This time.

it

used Sil~w~rm missiles.

the-! wer-e not launched at the convoys cf reflagged

Caspar W. Weinberger,
Ibid.,

p.

icihtýnifor Peace,

418.
80

pr. 414-416.

.-

,

S(
tankers while transiting the Strait of Hormuz as had been

feared.

On 15 October,

"tanker, SUNGARI,

the American owned, LiberIan-flagged

was hit by a Silkworm at the Al Ahmadl sea

island oil loading terminal off the coast of Kuwait.!4

The

Silkiworm had been fired from nobile .launchers.. in. the Al Faw
peninsula,

territory captured from Iraq by Iran.

The

fo-llowing .day, another Silkworm missile hit the reflagged
Kuwaiti tanker,
watc-!

SEA ISLE CITY, while in Kuwalti territorial

enroute to the same location.
including the captain

were injured,

Eighteen crewm6mbers
a U.S.

national.'

While the SEA ISLE CITY was not under escort by the U.S.

Navy in Kuwaiti terrtorlal waters, this was the first open
attack on a reflagged tanker.

Americans had been injured

and Americar: property had been damaged.;

To maintain the

credibility of the reflagging policy, the United States
decided tc- use force and ascend tha escalation ladder.
The escalatory decision was to use a proportionate and
reasonable level of military force to attack Iran's ability
to

c-,,Jductoshipping attacks in the Persian Gulf.

targets chos-en,
Rashadltt*oil

-Ib

id

The

after some Internal debate, were the

platforms in the Rostam oil field in the

.

,

p . 419 .

Pat Towpll, "Senate Warms Up for New Test On Reflagging in Persian Gulf,"
ongress.ional Quarterly WeePkly
Re.por,
1' October 1987, p. 2540,
81

(
central gulf.!:
oil,

Rashadat was no longer used for producing

but included a military radar and communications

platform used to stage and direct small-boat and helicopter

"--.attacks

shipping.-

onmerchant

destroyers KIDD, HOEL,

On October-19,

the

JOHN YOUNG and LEFTWICH destroyed the

platforms with one thousand 5-inch shells, after personnel
onboard had been allowed twenty minutes to evacuate.

Another platform nearby was boarded and radar and
communications equipment destroyed...

A reminder of the

attack was visible for many months and miles: the
"Ayatollah's eternal flame" resulted from the failure of the
safety cap of the oil well at Rashadat. 1 "

A clear signal had

been sent that the United States would not tolerate Iranian

attacks on U.S.

flagged shipping.

The rules of engagement

for U.S. forces were expanded to allow for the protection of
all American owned shipping.

Caspar W. Weinberger,

Fighting for Peace.

pp. 419-

420.
ibid.
Pat Towell,

"Senate Shows Its Ambivalence in Votes on

Gulf," Congres-i_• LQuarterly Wee.•kly Review,
1987,

pp.

24 October

2595-2598.

:Caspar W. Weinberger , Fighting for Peace.

Gary Sick,

p.

420.

"The Evolution of U.S. Policy in the.

Persian Gulf," prepared for hearings of the Subcommittee on

Economic Stabilzation, 14 July 1988 in U.S. Congress, House,
Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs, U.S
Economic and Energy Security Interests in the Persian Gulf,
Hearing (Washington; U.S. Govt. Print. Off,, 1988), p. 21,

....
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Never theless',Iran continued to attack non-belligerent
shipping in the Gulf during the last two months of 1987.
-

A

merchant vessel was sunk for the first time by IRGC small

"boats in December when the NORMAN ATLANTIC was attacked inm
the Strait of Hormu2 with incendiary rounds.:'•

Iran's

Silkworm attacks on the Kuwaiti oil terminal were rendered
iarge'% ineffective by the positioning of radar reflector
barges provided by the United States.i•"

With the

internatiinal minesweeping effort now in full operation,
lilnEteert mines were loceted and neutralized in

November

alone.
The counterpart to the threat of force in a crisis is
the promise c.f deescalatlon for behaving in the desired
ma nnt .

The war in the Gulf was quiescent during the first

several months of 1988,

while the ground war and the war

b~tween the cities flared with Scuds raining on Baghdad and
Tehran.

During this period Iran had been unwilling or

unable to match the level of force to which the United
Stat-es had escalated in the Persian Gulf.

Convoy operations

wire pr-ocleeding routinely and Defense Secretary Carlucci

scaled down U.S. forces in the Gulf by withdrawing the 9BBG

"Caspar W. Weinberger,
!bld.,

p.

Ibid.,

p. 421.

Fi.ghting for Peace,

420.

83

p.

421.
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and the helicopter car~rier."
against U.S.

By not initiating any actions

flagged shipping,

Iran achieved a reduced U.S.

naval presence in the Gulf.
............................
.

....

--

..............

.

..

The crisis- escalated.again.. when-the guided-.missile-

frigate SAMUEL B. ROBERTS FFG-58 struck a mine on April 1.4,
1988.

Having completed escort of the 47th convoy, the ship

was proceeding south about 55 NM northeast of Qatar when it
sighted three mines floating ahead.:"

As the SAMUEL B.

ROBERTS tried to back out of the minefield,
mine.

It

she struck a

exploded underneath the engine room,

nearly

cutting the ship in half and injuring ten crewmen.t l'

The

keel had been broken and only emergency welding repairs with
steel plates and heavy cables across Cracks in

the hull kept

the forward and aft sections of the ship together.",

The

Commander of the Joint Middle East Task Force (CJMETF)
concluded the mines had been newly layed

-

the convoy had

just recently passed through the same waters and the other
minei when recovered were completely-free of marine growth.;;This-act represented an escalation of the crisis by Iran,

Pat Towell, "New Gulf Incident Rekindles an Old
Debate," ong ressional Quarterly Weekl ..Report, 23 April
1988,
1.
:058.

Ibid.
Ibid.

' Ibid.
Caspar W. Weinberger,

Fiahbtina for Peace,
84

p. 425.

...

which was now disregarding earlier warnings by the United
States not to do any more mining.
The United States responded by maintaining escalation
It

dominance.

used force to deprive Iran of a significant

portion of its naval assets,
Congressional leaders,

After consultation with

the Reagan administration decided to

attack three oil .platforms in the Sirri. and Sassan fields
that were used to initiate small boat attacks on neutral
shipp ng.

t was also decided to destroy the guided

M:ss.ile frigate SABALAN because of the particular
viciousness of the attacks its captain conducted on unarmed
merchant s

On the morning of 18 April,

an,; Sa.sr•

the oil platforms at Sirri

were destroyed by U.S. Navy ships using gunfire

and expl:osive charges after their crews had been warned and
allowed tco evacuate.
r.atform at

Unlike the destruction of the oil

a.ashadat the previous October,

used wilitar., force in re-ipoDse.

in progress,
U.S.

Iran this time

While the U.S.

attack was

iPGC small boats conducted attacks on a

owr1"ed oil rig in a UAE oil field, as well as a U.S.

"Pat Towell,

"New Gulf Incident ReVindles an Old

[,ebat_," p. 1058.
Caspar
;,.

"4. Weinberger,

"Pat Towel!,
1C05,?.

Fiahtina for PeAce,

p.

425.

"New Gulf Incident Kindles an Old Debate,"
85
.~~~~

....
~

. ....---

flagged tug and British tanker.;^

Two U.S. A-6 aircraft

flying cover from the aircraft carrier, USS ENTERPRISE,
attacked the IRGC small boats,
-

-.-.....

sinking one,'damaging two and
_

.end-ing-t-heir -att-ack -----.--

Two Iranian Air Force F-4's flew toward the ships at
Sirri,

but returned to base when the cruiserWAINWRIGHT

fired two surface-to-air missiles at them.:ý:

The 173-foot

Iranian missile patrol boat JOSHAN fired a missile at the
three U.S. warships at Sirri but missed.

In return,

it

was

sun't with harpoon missiles fired from WAINWRIGHT and USS
SIMPSON FFG-56 and bombs from A-6 aircraft from ENTERPRISE.L'
Later in the day, the British built SAAM class guided
missile

U.S.

frigate SAHAND (same

A-6 aircraft

type as SABALAN)

fired upon

in the vicinity of Bandar Abbas.

A-6's

and A-7's attacked the ship with missiles and bombs.
sunk with missiles fired from USS JOSEPH STRAUSS.'

It-was
The

SABALAN emerged from. port and was severely damaged by bombs
from A-6 aircraft after it

Caspar W. Weinberger,
P:at. Toweil,
Debat e."

had fired upon an A-6...

_Fighting for Peace,

p.

At this

425.

"New Gulf Incident Rekindles an Old

"Ibid.
"Ibid.
Ibid.

"Caspar W. Weinberger.

Fighting flor Peace.
86

(.
point, Secretary of Defense Carlucci, evaluating that Iran
had had enough, ordered the A-6 aircraft to breaR off the
engagement.:-:
-on-_

Caspar Weinberger states in his memoirs,

"Thus

s.i.ngjle: day- ne.arly_.Talf...theIranian_ Navy -was-.destroyed.:--

The other half never emerged to fight."174

- --

The-only U.S.

casualties of the day were two Marine pilots lost when their
Cobra helicopter crashed in a flight over the gulf."
The Persian Gulf crisis deescalated rapidly at this
point.

Iran was frustrated in its attempt to find a way to

circumvent the U.S. protection of reflagged tankers.
one-day attempt

,

itarly

Its

challenge the U.S. naval

forces had exacted a heavy price.
were again expanded on April 29,

The rules of engagement
now allowing for U.S.

forces to extend protection to "friendly, innocent, neutral
vessels,

flying a nonbelligerent flag, outside declared war

exclusion zones, that are not carrying contraband or
resisting legitimate visit and search by
belligerent.

a

Persian Gulf

The Navy will respond to a request for

assistance ff... the unit was In the vicinity and its mission

"Pat Towell,

"New Gulf Incident Rekindles an Old

Debat e."
"*Caspar W. Weinberger,
Pat Towell,
Debat e."

Fighting for Peace.

"New Gulf Incident Rekindles an Old
87

_

.-

permitted rendering assistance.'"!

By mining international

waters-and shifting its attacks to vessels of other
Iran had greatly increased the presence of

nationalities,

po int

...ot.her-..na.v-ies--in.the-Gul-f-; -- Coincident-a lat-this-

"Iraql-aunched a successful attempt to retakc thePAi Faw
peninsula,

eliminating for Iran the option of firing
.

.

The ground war began to go

Silkw6rm r.issiles into Kuwait.'
badly for Iran.

The final use by the United States of military force
in the Persian Gulf war was as tragic and accidental as the
attack on the STARK,

(

reflagging.

which had precipitated the crisis over'

On 3 July 1988, U.S. naval vessels came under

attack by IRGC gunboats when they responded to a distress
call from a Pakistani merchant vessel under attack.M?"
this surface engagement,
frc.n

During

an unidentified aircraft departed

the Iranian joint military/civilian airfield at Bandar

Abbas on a course which would take it

VIN'ENNE3. "'

Captain Rogers,

'Gary Siclk,

directly over the USS

commanding the VINCENNES, knew

"The Evolution of U.S. Policy in the

Persian Gulf." preptared for Hearings of the Subcommittee on
Ecomomic StabiiJzatlzn, 14 July 198', p. 21.

Caspar W. Weinberger.

Ficghtina for Feace.

:"Preliminary Objections," submitted by the Unlte:
States of America to the International Court of Justict 'in
the Case Concerning the Aerial Incident of 3 JulY 198_.
(Islanuc Republic of Iran v. United States of Armerica), 4
Narci.

1A. 1,

Ibid.,

p.

24,

p. 10,
88

that

Iranian r-i4s had been moved to Bandar Abbas and had

recently flown in the vicinity in which his ship was
located.;:'.
.unde.nt fIed aircraft failed to respond to four
warnings. to turn away over the civilian International Air
.

...

-

.The,

Distress frequency and seven warnings over the fi.litary .Air
Distress frequency."

When the aircraft closed to within ten

nautical miles of VINCENNES,
be an F-14,

to

Captain Rogers, believing it

determined he could no longer ensure the safety

of his ship. He ordered two surface-to-air missiles fired,

shooting down the aircraft.'"

It was subsequently deter~mined

the aircraft was a commercial airliner,

Iran Air 655, with

290 passengers. onboard.
iran capitulated by ceasing its policy of attacking
non-belligerent

shipping in

international waters.

It

conducted no further attacks on any merchant shipping.
July 18,

Iran announced it

1988,

On

was willing to accept a

United Nations sponsored cease Lire based on the terms of
U,.N. Security Council Resolutien 598.

The United States

gradually, scaled down its naval presence in the Gulf to
approxima:tely pre-ctisis levels.

Iran had learned the

Ujnit'd States could move up the escalation ladder with

"Ibid.
Ibid.,

p.

31.

Ibid.,

p.

11.
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(
greater force and frustrate

its policies of Intimidation on

the Gulf waters, Along with the reverses Iran suffered
on
the ground in the war with Iraq,

the'escalation dominance of

the United States at sea and in the air caused It.
to accept
peace.

-.

° ,

TABLE S
U.N. SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 598 OF 20 JULY 198,
The Security Council,
Reafir~m.,.ing its resolution 582 (1986),
-Deeply concerned that, despite its calls for a cease-fire,
the cdOnflict betwedfi Iraf-ind Iraqgcontinues unabated, with
further heavy loss of human life and material destruction,
-Deploing the initiation and continuation of the conflict,
PerloD;...also the bombing of purely civilian population
centres, attacks on neutral shipping or.civilian aircraft,
the violation of international humanitarian law and other
laws of armed conflict, and, In particular, the use of
ch.rsmcal weapons contrary to obligations under the 1925
Geneva Prctcol,
Dee•p:.y .conerned that further escalation and widening of the
ccnflict may take place.
'Convinced that a comprehensive, just, honourable and durable
sf.ttlem.ert should be achieved between Iran and Iraq,
r.eca.lii:;

the provisions of the Charter of the United
and in particular the obligation of all Member
St.etss t.: settle their international disputes by peaceful
*an.
s.,inh F manner that international peace and security
an;.j ,s~.ici
are nct endangered,
Nattons,

-,etermining that there exists a breach of the peace as
regards, the cconflict between Iran and Iraq,

Act'n.

under hrticles 39 and 40 of the Charter of the United

Nat Iorn.
1. .......
.m.......d
that, as a first step towards a negotiated
i.ettlerent, Iran and Iraq observe an immediate cease-fire.
.iscc:,tlnuc all military actions on land, at sea and In the
air, and withdraw all forces to the internationally
rec... ni-zedboundanies without delay;

". Feques.-s. the Secretary-General to dispatch a team,Of
"'

Na•..:,-.
Observers to verify, confirm and supervse
t~he c.e....-f:r ani withdrawal and further ,equests the
t:, retat.--enerai to make the necessary arrangements in
cc.r:sult.ti,;r; with the Parties and to submit a report therec-n
,f,
e Sec-ur it' Cc.ur.cili

9i,

.

,
LJrqI.e
that prisoners-of-war be released and :epatrlated
without d&lay.after cessation of active hostilities
in
accordance with the Third Geneva Convention of 12 August
1-04. ;
4.
Ca IIs.su.pg'on Iran and Iraq to co-operate with the
Secretary-General in Implementing this resolution and in
mediation efforts to achieve a comprehensive, just and
honourable settlementaccep.table to. both sides, of all
outstandin.* issues, in accordance with the principles
contained in the Charter of the United Nations;
5.
Calls .upon all other States to exercise the utmost
restraint and to refrain from any act which may lead to
further ,escalation and widening of the conflict, and thus to
facilitate
the implementation of the present resolution;
6.
.Reues..
ccn.ulta.icn
arn Imtpartial
conrflict and
possible;

the Secretary-General to explore, in
v:ith Iran and Iraq, the question of entrusting
bod,- with inquiring into responsibility for the
to. report to the Security Council as soon as

7.... ......
the mTagnitude of the damage inflicted
during
the conflict and the need for reconstruction efforts,
with
appropriate international assistance, once the conflict is
end,:i and, in this regard, requests the Secretary-General to
assigr a tear of experts to study the question of
rec...n.tru~ti.. and to report to the Security Council;

P.. F urt._.her.rgeue_•s.T..
the Secretary-General to examine, in
consultation with !ran and Iraq and with other States of the
region, measure:
to enhance the security ana stability
of
the recior;:
9.

Re~qqeusts the Secretary-General to keep the Security
un...
...
,,,.
on the implementation of this r-esolution;

I0. .,eI.idees t
meet again as necessary to consider
.:ter'. t- ensure co:mpliance with this resolution..

further

F:.- E:
,
oress,
or-,
Senate, Committee on Foreign
elatoi;-.., Watar ir th.- .ersi an Gulf: The U.S. Tal'.es Sides,
-:aff
Feport , Ncvember
98
.-Washington: U.S. Govt. Print.
(-fi,f
1.G '
4.7

XI.

Evaluation of the Reflagging Policy

Conclusion:

The Chinese ideogram for crisis represents both danger
and opportunity.

Despite the danger, the reflagging of

Kuwaiti tankers, and their escort by U.S. Navy warships,

was

seen by Reagan adrinistration decision-makers as an
opportunity to regain the initiative for U.S.
in the Persian Gulf.

foreign policy

The successful execution of the

reflaaging mission was essential in achieving the l6ng-term
U.S.

goal of restoring stability in the Persian Gulf.
Th.

fear that reflaggng would entangle the United

Staýe.s 1- an-other Vietnam, or Lebanon never materialized.
Neither did the limited use of force cause the U.S.
suffer any embarrassing military defeat.

to

Quite simply,

Irar.

dii riot possess the aissets to contest control of the sea anrd
skies with the United States Navy.

Iran's strength in

oi )und forces was not a factor in the reflagging,

which b':

definition took place on the waters of the Gulf,

The United

Statef.

maintained comp-lete escalatlon dominance

Froposals that a U.N.

or multinational naval

p*atrci the G'jf were also wide ^f the mark.
comn:and anid control,

L.~o''., p.

in this

communicat.ions,

309.
93

force

QuestionE. Cf

and rules of

-

-

.

...

.

...

. .

..

Only the

engagement made a formal arrangement infeasible.

United-States had the AWACS and carrier air power in theater
to ensure the credibility of the surface escort force.
Additiorally,
the U.S.
the Gulf.

was in the long-term national

it

interests of

to maintain the legitimacy of its naval presence in
_,isinge',uc.us Soviet suggestions that both the

superpowers withdraw naval forces from the Gulf to ease the
crisis belied the more vital

interests of the United States

in the region.
Some critics of reflagging were unhappy over a
toward irag.

perceived "tilt"

Neither Iran or Iraq deserved

supp4:t fr.:n-. the po;irnt of view of the morality of their
regim.er.

Nevertheless,

insra-abcu

th

a cease

the Gulf states.

r

By 1987,

tc. accept the U.N.
qu:, ante.

the goals of the United States were
and maintain the stability of
iran was the belligerent refusing

proposed cease-fire restoring the status

!ts attacks on non-belligerent shipping in

international waters, and efforts to subvert the small Gulf
states, raised the very reai fear of Iranian hegemony in the
Fers. an G5u f.
the !rar:-::-a
sm~e.•.f!

War.

The escort of reflagged ships

>ii"de'I t¢ the pressure on Iran to halt the

T!÷.:hae
-ft;

Eight years ot diplomacy had failed to halt.

• that cr.ly a small percent of shipping was
r. iraniar

tac-i. and there was a global 01•
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glut

(i

implies tlat the United States should have waited for a
maior-disaster before acting.

The political stability of

oil produc1rg states ultimately determines the stability of
prices in a world oil market.

The "uncooperative" stance of

Gulf states aided by the reflagging policy was partially due
to the necessit% of those states in maintaining the
perception of political independence from the United States.
In fact,

their cooperation was extensive.

That Kuwait asked

for outside assistance demonstrated how seriously it

viewed

the 1ranian threat.
'rhe lack of "allied" support in the Gulf was
e'sr.~u~'" remedied through iran's actions in continued
shý-.:ng attacks and mring in

international waters.

The

S.$. deiisic~r. tv reflag was based on consideration of
rna, icnal interests independent of allies.
expanding the war.,

the strong U.S.

Far" from

presence helped limit and

er d xt.
Admrirer

-f American democracy since de Toqueville

have e.presed doubt over the Republic's ability to carry
a !zng-term consistent

foreign policy.

The United

:tatee. e>Secuted the reflagging policy for over a year and a.
ih-,1f,

until the termination of the Gulf war.

:r

:a.

a

f...,..

Reflagging was

:n preventing Iran fror. intimidating th? Gulf states

S:Iv:es tnluenve

it

to ac-ept the U.N.

cease-fire.

in the region was restricted.

9$

The spread of
United

States c-edibility was restored and enhanced in
Gulf.

the Persian

The groundwork was laid for future military

cooperation.

It

is

no accident that Saudi Arabia and Kuwait

turned to the United States help after Saddaam's August 2
Invasion, or that the United States was able to respond
Cq'c,6

ir. arn effective manner.
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TABLE 6

CHRONOLOGY

Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan, Iranian
Revolution and seizure of U.S. hostages
Carter Doctrine declares Persian Gulf
of vital interest to U.S., military
force may be used to defend interests,
RDF established.

1980

!an.

Sept.
Z Aug.

1980
198:

Iraq invades Iran after Iranians refuse
to withdraw from disputed border areas.
Iraq declares a "maritime exclusion
zone" in northern Gulf and Initiates
periodic attacks on Iranian shipping
and oil refinev-ies.
Iran responds in kind.

19%

USCENTCOM established as a force projection
capability to deter outside pressure, arms
sales to moderate Gulf states.

M•: I?•

The tanker war escalates after Iraq
increases attacks on Iranian shipping and
Iran attacls ships-going to Arab ports in
the Gul f.

.

'ran launches first
successful najor
offensive, selzing the Iraqi port city cf
Faw.

Summer 1986

Iran intensifies attacks on Kuwaiti
shipping in order to pressure Kuwait ts
cease its support of Iraq.

-1 Ncv.

Kuwait raises concern about shipping at GCC
Summit.

2.

1986

Oil Tanker Co. (KOTCO
requests U.S.
Coast Guard (USCG
to provide U.S. flagging
requirements.

!I

F.e.iiuwait

.ir

KOTC informs U.S.

Embassy of interest

reflagging.

"lISCGinforms FKCTC of reflagging
Ue.quinmernto.
i• 79".
•.•

USC'G sends. KOTC refiagc~ing 1n!ormrati•'.n..,
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1967
13 Jan.

1987

mid-January

Kuwait asks U.S. Embassy If reflagging
Kuwait-owned vessels would receive U.S. Navy
protection; U.S. learns Kuwait has similar
offer from Soviets.
Interagency policy meetings at White
Hcuse on Iran-Iraq war and Gulf.
Presidential statement reiterates commitment
to free flow of oil through Strait, support
for GCC self-defense.

SJanua,-v

27 .-.

r'

U.S. Govt. reply to 13 Jan. inquiry
reiterates policy commitment to Gulf; Kuwait
car. reflag/charter if It meets U.S.
requirements.
U.S. affirms to Kuwait that U.S. Navy
mission is to protect all U.S. flag ships to
degree possible with available assets.

1.u,&

r.

nii

-Febru-iry

interagency policy-level meetings at White
House or. Middle East and Gulf issues,
specifically including issues of free flow
of o-i, SILKWORM threat and protection of
Kuwait i tankers.

. February.,
uesidaetial
rc,in,,.Atmenr

statement reiterates U.S. Govt
to free flow Cf oil, GCC states'

iate-.ebruary

Successful Iranian test-firing of SILKWORM
r.issile at Qeshm island.

late- e

learns of USSR agreement to
reflag//pr-otezi. five Kuwaiti tankers_.-

-t-uary

"Marih
,ar h

M

"MA:.rKuwait

:":>'.,

*.;.S.

KOTC asps to put six vessels under U.S.
flag.
Kuwait informed of U.S. offer to protect all
eleven v'essels in question.
indicates it will accept U.S.

offer.

.Sate r..part.ent Legislative Affairs
r..:.tifies Staff Directors of HFAC/SFRC
h-c.-•..),nrittees on Europe/Middle Fast of U.S.
offer to Kuwait, offers detailed briefing.

(

.

.

.

.

..

.

..

...

198-1
reaffirms U.S.

offer to

17 March

CJCS, Admiral Crowe,
Kuwait.

19 March

Classified talking points on U.S./Kuwait

offer delivered to HFAC/SFRC staffers.

The

U.S. carrier KITTY HAWK and its accompanying
task force moved closer to the Arabian Sea
in response to Iran's emplacement of
SILKWORM missiles along the Strait of
Hormuz.
22 March

KOTC/MIDEASTFOR begin talks on protection
modalaties.

23 March

Classified talking points delivereO'to
HASC/SASC staffers.

30 March

Assistant Secretary Murphy gives closed
Joint briefing to HFAC Subcommittees on
Europe/Middle East and Arms
Control/Internationa] Security/Science.

1i March

Murphy briefs SFRC members in

closed

session.

early April

U.S. learns Kuwait will charter three
long-haul Soviet tankers.

April

U.S. Navy increases its presence in the
Gulf.

2 April

Kuwait gives positive formal response to
U.S. offer of 3 March; decides to reflag
eleven, limit Soviev role to charter.

21 Apri I-

Murphy open testimony to HFAC Subcommittee
on Europe/Middle East refers to reflag.jing
arrangement.

12

April

KOTC;i!U.S. Coast Guard talks on technical
details of reflagging; first step U.S.
inspection.

early May

Soviet charters begin.

'Z Ma,.

USCG inspection begins in Kuwait.
"Kuwait/MiDEASTFOR meeting on proposed syster.
of protection.

14 May

DOD authorizes National Defense Waiver
allowing vessels one year to comply with
certain US.-spicific safety requirements
and two years to comply with drydocking
requirements.

2' May

Attack on USS STARK by Iraqi Mirage F-1
firing two EXOCET missiles.
Thirty-seven
U.S. Navy sailors are killed, and twenty-one
wounded.

1? Ma'."

The Administration announces its intention
to reflag eleven Kuwaiti tankers and to send
three additional warships to the Gulf.
The
Administration concedes the reflagging could
result in a direct U.S.-Iranian
confruntation.
The reflagging decision sparks a debate over

"21 a;"

the War Powers Act and allied participation.
Senate votes 91-5 to add to a fiscal 1987
supplemental appropriations bill (HR 1827)
an amendment requiring the Administration to
inform Congress about security in the Gulf
before the U.S. protects Kuwaiti oil
tankers.

"AKuwaiti freighter carrying U.S. arms was
6scorted by the U.S.

Navy to Bahrain.

"Ala meeting of NATO defense ministers,
Secret~ry of Defense Weinberger expresses
hope that U.S. allies will support American
policy in the Gulf.
The Netherlands is the
only NATO ally to respond positively,
offering to send ships if Gulf situation
w"r seens.
in the face of growing criticism, the
A.-inistration pcstpones reflagging.
Preseident Reagan noted that U.S. presence in
thei.ulf was vital to the freedom of
navigatic'n and was essential to preventing
fur'ther spread of the Iran-Iraq War.
Th& Hcuse votes to requLre the Defense
L-:rtmer;t to report to Congress within
seven days of enactment of the bill on
se.urity arrangements in the Gulf.

-.

.-

.

(
5 June

"7 June

9 Jjune

Admiral Crowe, CJCS, declares that the
reflagging operation is a low risk operation
but that casualties cannot be ruled out.
The
Speaker of the Iranian Parliament Rafsanjani,
threatens to attack Arab bases or ports made
available to the United States and to
retaliate for U.S. actions against Iran by
attacking U.S. targets around the world.
The Administration confirms June S press
reports that it is considering preemptive
attacks on Iranian anti-ship SILKWORM
missiles if these missiles are deployed.
In a Venice meeting, U.S. allies offer no
help in protecting Gulf shipping.

15 June

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger reported
to Congress on military steps taken to
protect Kuwaiti reflagged tankers.

Z-.

U.N. Security Council passes resolution
demanding cease-fire in the Iran-Iraq War,
but a resolution to impose an arms embargco
belligerents unwilling to respect the cease-on
fire fails.

June

23 Jur.

U.S. officials announce that the Saudis have
agree "in principal" to use their AWACS
aircraft to patrol the southern Gulf region.
The Saudis subsequently offered to help
search for mines in the Gulf.

"Y--inr-

Senator Nunn proposes a resolution to delay
the reflagging plan in order to allow
alternatives to-the reflagging to be-pursuel.

June

President Reagan indicates that he will
proceed with plans to provide naval escorts
for 11 Kuwaiti tankers.
Kuwait agrees to
provide U.S. naval forces with oil .and access
for minesweeping helicopters, Oman agrees
to
provide military access rights.

SJ"U.S.
U.S.

and Soviet officials meet to discuss. a
initiative to erd the iraq-"ran War.
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In a clarification of a statement by White
House Chief of Staff Baker, the
Admlnistration announces that U.S. would not
withdraw its forces completely from the Gulf
and that reductions would only be considered
if the war deescal%ted and the Gulf was safe

July

for commercial

SJ-.:l:.'

shipping.

House adopts, 222-184, an amendment to the
Coast Guard authorization bill (HR 2342) that
would delay for SO days the reflagging.

= u;,•,

Senate fails, 54-44, to end a RerF_,blican
filibuster on an amendment to its omnibus
"trade bill "S 1420), that would have blncyed
reflagging for three months.
The Senate
vcted to allow the President to impose a
total embargo against Iran if SILKWORM
mi.ssiles are used or U.S. vessels, personnel,
or facilities are attacked in the Persiarn
Gulf.
The Senate also passed a measure
callina for the President tu pursue
alternatives to reflagging Kuwaiti vessels.

Security Council passes a
-ec l{I_.
resc..iton, Fes. 598. calling for a ceasefire

21 .".ui'o.

Th..

in

the Iran-Iraq War.

reflagging operation commences.

The

Grenate adds to the trade bill
by voict vote a
nc-n-blnding declaration that the President
instead should consider leasing U.S.-owned
tankers to Kuwait.
J..

.•

tc

Kuwait'

ships escorting two reflagged
tankers entered the Fersian Gulf.
S.

NivN

the BRIDGFTON.
hiý# a mine 2C8 m~ies west of the Iranian
island of Farsl
P. reflagged Kuwaiti tanker,

Z?7u

-u

Secretary Weinberger ordered U.S. Navy
The
nt:i.esweepers to the Persian Gulf.
Sef-retary later said that mines cleared near
uia. -,.'s harbor were Iranian.
iraniat pligrirns riot in Mecca, leading to
the deth'.. cf over 400 people and heightened
tenciorns

i:' the 'ulf

13"

area.

"7 August

115 Members of Congress filed suit in U.S.
District Court of the District of Columbia to
invoke the War Powers Resolution.
The suit
claimed that U.S. warships entering the
Persian Gulf on July 22 had introduced U.S.
Armed Forces into hostilities and asked the
Court to order the President to report under
...

i0. Au~ust

...

.the Resolution-

.....

.

An F-14 aircraft from the U.S. carrier
CCNSTELLhTION fired air-to-air missiles at an
Iranian F-4 which "was perceived to be
threatening" A U.S. P-3 surveillance
aircraft.
A tanker under charter to the

United States hit a mine near Fujayrah,
ou-side the Persian Gulf.
11 AU-S
..

the United Kingdom and France announced they

would send minesweepers and frigates to the
GuI

Auzgust
k.

;

-i:

÷•:

4:e-t..e,

.

The Defense Department announced it would pay
"imiminent danger" pay to military personnel
stationed irn the Persian Gulf.
U.N. Secretary General Perez de Cuellar
travels to Tehran and Baghdad.
He is
unsuccessful In urging the Iranians to abide
tv the U.N. cease-fire'resolution.
The Senate rejects, 50-41. an amendment to
the defense authorization bill (S 1174) that
would invoke in the Gulf certain time limits

estal. shed by the 1973 War Powers
Resciution.
'C September

The Joint Middle East Task Force, established
on 21 August, is activated with the mission
to protect U.S. flagged ships, provide

military presence in the Gulf and northern
Arabian Sea and to conduct other operations
as directed.
-"

September

V.2.

Gpecial forces helicopters

fired at the

iranian ship, IPAN AJR. after witnessing It
laying mines,
Navy SEALS boarded the vessel
capturing 2E 1ranian sailors and finding 10
mines.
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(
Fresident Reagan defends U.S. attack on
22 September
Iranian minelaying ship. S3 Res 194
introduced that would trigger the War Powers
Act.
23 September

President Reagan sent Congress a report on
the self-defense actions taken by U.S.
forces-.

8 October

...

Four Iranian patrol boats fire at U.S. patrol
helicopters; U.S. forces sink at least one
boat.

15 October

Iran fires SILKWORM missile hitting U.S.owned, Liberian-flagged tanker SUNGARI in
Kuwaiti waters.

OctobeiC.

SEA ISLE CITY, a U.S.

flag tanker enroute to

Kuwait, is struck by Iranian SILKWORM missile
It
in Kuwaitl waters, injuring 18 crewmen.

is the first direct attack on a reflagged
Kuwaiti ship.
i9 October

in retaliation, U.S.

naval vessels fire on

and destroy Iranian oil platforms in the

Rostam oil field. Another platform is
,boarded and its communications equipment is
destroyed.

1 Octoter

The Senate adopts the Byrd-Warner amendment,
54-44,

that would require an Administratiorn

report on its Gulf policy and clear the road
for subsequent Senate action on a measure
relating to the policy.
October

a Kuwaiti
An Iranian SILKWORM missile striks
offshore loading terminal for tankers.

No
,cven.L-er

The Arab League agrees to support U.A',
sanctions aginst Iran if Iran does not agree
tc a cease-fire.

4 December

SJ Res 217, calling for an end to reflagging
by 20 December, is shelved by voice vote
after Senate leaders agree to new procedures
that would make it nearly impossible to
filibuster legislation to invoke the War
Powers Act in 1988.

U
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18 December

.

.

. .

.

.

.

A federal court dismisses a lawsuit brought
by 110 House members trying to force the
President to initiate
procedures.

the War Powers

February

U.S. scales back-naval-presence,
-ships stationed in the Gulf.

.1. April

A mine blast off Qatar seriously damages the
frigate USS SAMUEL B. ROBERTS.
Ten crewmen
are wounded.
Reagan administration blames
Iran for laying new mines.

18 April

U.S. forces strike back, attacking two
Iranian oil platforms.
Two Iranian frigates
fire missiles at U.S. aircraft,
and an
Iranian patrol boat fires on cruiser USS
W'AITNWRIGHT.
U.S. forces retaliate;
Iranian

leaving-29

frigates suffer heavy damage and patrol boat
is

sunk.

"USS VINCENNES shoots down IRAN AIR 655.
i. .,u:

,

E.cember

Iran accepts U.N. sponsored cease-fire, in
accordance with U.N, Security Council Res.
59P.
U.S. ceases escorting of reflagged Kuwaiti
tankecr..: mission complete.
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